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CHAPTER I
PURPOSE OP THE THESIS
At one time I debated the question as to whether
the chain store was detrimental or not, and ever since I
have been interested in this large-scale retailing industry.
I have always wondered about its policies and tried to under-
stand how it could set up such a reasonable scale of prices.
I understood the systems and policies of the independent
store, but as hard as I tried, I could not Intelligently
understand the deeper problems of both industries. Now,
with the knowledge of business subjects I have acquired in
the last two years, I can better understand and appreciate
the difficulties.
Especially the problem of chain store taxation in-
terested me and I have made a special study of this subject.
In this thesis, I will attempt to bring forth the argum.ents
for and against chain store taxation, and the results as
they are shown by the decisions of the legislatures of the
different states.
In compiling the thesis, I have searched through
a vast quantity of literature on the subject, and am able
here to present authoritative material covering many points
of view. My material, in addition to the actual chain store
I fiai-iAHO
8iaaHT SHT ao 320^5IT7<I
'isrWerfw 8^ aolctaairp drf^ Dscffirfeb I ©itifd' ©no cfA
I ooftla 10V6 briB ,cton io iBcf.'reaiicfdb e.&w a^ioia alBtio ©rfj
,X^izubaJL 3iTlIl.»3^9i ©iBoc-agiBl airftf rtl b8;^^9'I9c^al aead 9VBrf
-lebass od boltd bftM aslolloq edl difodla boisJbnow a-^BwIa ©vfijl I
.eeolaq xo slaoa 9Xdax:o2B9*i b rioira qu dea bluoo dl wod br.ada
dnebnsqebrrt add *io aelolfoq brua ai"f*ects-^3 ©rid boodaaab/u? I
Xl^fia;3lIIedni dorr 5Xuoc I »baXid I zb b‘tBd eb dud ,aaoda
^wo0 , aaXadBi/bnl ildod lo aiit©Xcfo*iq laqaeb add bfijsda'iebnif
nX bailopoB avBil I ado^ldua EttanXeucf lo egbolwonaf arid ildXw
^
edBloe'iqqB 5ns basdenabnif naddscf nso I ^enee^ owd dasX ©rid
. BsXdXi/oilliJb ©rid
~nl fToldsxBd ©'lode nlsrlo J.0 -neXcfo'iq ©dd ifXlBXoeqeS
.do&ldua atdd J.o ijbifds XsXoQqa s ©bsm ©vsd I ftns ©xa badseiad
adftorax/g'iB ©rid rid*!©! srtXicf od dqmsdds XXXw I ^aXEerid aldd al
es adljjson ©rid baa tnoXdsxjad enoda nlsrio daci.t&:^B baa nol
©rid lo aeTti/dsIaXs©! ©rid lo enoislo&b ©rid rtvforia ©*ia -7©rid
.aedsds dfi©‘T©l'ilb
riai/oirid f)ori©i«88 &vBd I ^3la^rid ©rid anXXXqmco rrl
©Ids rss bfls ,do©(;dn8 ©rid no ©‘ii/dsiedXX lo TjdXdnsjjp dasv s
adnioq '^nsi« snliavoo Xsi'iadsiJi ©vldsdlnorid/js dnaed^q od ©'leri
©noda iixsrio Xsudos ©rid od aold^bbs at ,IsX-i©dsia .walv lo
2taxes Imposed in the different states, covers the important
arguments for and against chain store taxation in general.
The chain store industry is one of our modern
major trade developments. The industry has grown so fast
and large within the last thirty years that today it serves
many of the requirements of every class of society. However,
in spite of the many advantages that the public receives from
its services, many misunderstand it and are therefore set
against it.
Let me indicate the Importance of the chain store
industry by showing what it has done. By means of its large-
scale retailing methods it has brought lower prices and
better quality into the retailing system. Most people liv-
ing in this coiintry today know this, and most of them have
received the benefits of it. Yet there are thousands amongst
them who are opposed to such an industry. '/Vhy is this?
I will show the reason for the opposition to the
chain industry by relating a few facts about the origin of
the anti-chain movement. When the chain store first came in-
to existence it had no opposition. It had abvindant advan-
tages of which the consuming public took notice and reaped
the benefits. But the independent merchant, thriving pros-
perously before the advent of the chain, now began to have
difficulties, for he began to lose the trade that now went
arroyoo :iaei&'i\tb erli at fteaoqofl s»x0^
.XBrtenas ai 8io;ts atsdo ianlBg* baM 'lol «J/i8aiW8T[fl
anebom lao lo eno et y^id’si/iinl 9'iocfa alaxlo ftflT
J3»J os fi«yoTa e.ad ©riT ,B:JneittqoI©v6£) ©ijfi'xd'
j»©v'£©6 -^af)oct j£td(} a^^ex ^aal esUt nXrfqiw ©giaX bn©
t'levowoH .^^©looa lo aaalo '^'leve *io BCtn©rasT:x£fp0 *i ©rf^ *10
.'•roiTt 8©vl©o©n olldxrq ertct d-aiid’ sogacfnBvbjB ^nani ©r£:t lo ectiqs at
dee oiolonftffct ea& bn© Si bna;ta'iebfnj-ai!n ^fteai ^ssoivnaa 8;tl
,;tX cfan±A^«
e'lod’e orlarfo ©rf^ lo aojts^'ioqrffl eifd edaotbat em deu
ectX lo annaoi ^3 .©nob sari dt dadiv ^atwade x<^
bns aeoinq 'IOtstoI irf^no'icf ead dt eboddem :;^atliadea ©Xbos
- vXX aXqoeq cfeoM .ntecJaYs snlXiacfe*! edd odat xdtSJurrp aedded
evBri maricf lo ;faom baa ^32^i^ wowl x^^od stdd at snX
;jQ3noj3t« eb.iJ3ei/orI:t ©in ©leridf J©Y ,^X lo a^tXlanecf edd bevteoo'z
?8trid et :ib rfotrs od besoqqo ©ifi orfw laartct
edd od notdteoqqo edd *iol noaaai ©if^ worla IXX-y I
lo nlj^Xio ©ili daodfa adosi w©l s anfrfjaXei x^ Y'^^si/bnl atarfo
-nl ©fjiBO cfciXl eaode alado edd n©rT/X .;t£X0m©voni nX©:Xo-i;^fLB ©rl^
-asvbjB cfnnbnijcfjB barf cfl .noiiXaoqqo on bad dt aoaedslxe od
beqaea baa eotdoa yfood olldisq ^atrojjaaoo edd dotdw lo ee^ad
-3oiq gnXvX'irlcf ,rfnarfo‘xoiii d-n©bn©q©E>nl edd dsjQ .ediJeaed edd
evad od nsgecf won ^nlaiio edd lo ^navbB ©ild’ ©‘iol©cf
daevr won :fflri;^ ebaad edd ©aol ocf aa^ed ed lol ,«©IctXj/olllXf>
to the chain store. With this loss and the rapid develop-
ment of the chain store, naturally the independent opposed
its growth. Public opinion, however, was and is both favor-
able and unfavorable. This makes it difficult to determine
fairly the proper status of the chain. Especially is this
true at the present, when state legislatures are trying to
get resources for additional income, and finding the chain
store an easy industry to tax, make it bear the brunt of
special taxation. Many of the state legislatures are now
waging lively battles on the problem of chain store taxa-
tion, and the outcome will be interesting.
-qoXavsfc blqB'z brts ssol eltlj rfctXW ,enoie atjuio ©£3ct oi
beaoqqo ;Jnr©&neq©biTi. ed:} \.l ni«rio ©rlcf 1o ctnara
-•lovel d:fo<i 3l brtB sbw ,*i9vewori »aplr[Xqo olldtfi .ri^^wo’ig BSt
ociZsn^^^b o:f ;i£uol'l'tlb SI zeziAta «idT .©Ida‘soviila)tf ba& ©Id©
alxlct eX ^IIj3 .^oeqcSf .rrlj&rio ©dd lo ai/Jade 'i5>qo'iq ©dd
od j5nlijr‘id ©'IS 8 3‘iu:fal3is©I ©dsds narlw ^SneB&’iq add ds ©xnd
aisrio arid ^niball bna
, a-noorrl Isao-tdlfebs 'lo"! saomrosei dsg
C-^
lo Srus^d BdS iabS St Qzlm ,icad od x^dci/bnl Tjas© as S'loda
won «‘is e3'ijjdsXsx;s9l odada eiiS “lo y;nsM .aoXdsxjed XsXooqa
«B3ced 5’ioda aXsdo lo iTaXdo'iq end no esXddsd "^lovXI grrli^str
.^nXdua'iednl ©d XXlw ©iiroodi/o ©rid twa ^aQtS
CHAPTER II
WHAT ARE CHAIN STORES
CHAIN STORE DEFINED
A chain store is a form of business which carries
on retail trade, each store being a part of a group of
similar stores. The entire group is owned and operated by
a central organization but each store retains a local manag-
er. In fewer words, each store is one of a group of stores
which are centrally administered and centrally merchandised.
DISTINGUISHED FROM INDEPENDENT STORE
The chain store industry serves millions cf people
throughout the country, its chief claims to distinction be-
ing low prices and good quality in its products. It can
offer these advantages because of its unique large-scale
retailing methods, so characteristic of it, and so uncharac-
teristic of the Independent store.
The Independent is a business owned and conducted
apart from other stores. As a rule, it does not do a large-
scale retailing business, as compared with a group of chain
stores, for it is too small and is not organized as the chain
is. Since it has not the advantages of large-scale buying
and large-scale retailing, it suffers as regards competition
with its rival. Its prices as a rule must be higher than
II HST*iAKO
2SH0T2 JIIAHO KHA TAKV7
QSlifl’iaa 3flOT2 KIAHO
xicldw aaanleutf lo nwol * el 6*i0Jt« .ilerio A
'io qx/013 a *io A 3nlecf ortoSe dose ^ebetij no
^d bo^B-ioqo bfTA 6enwo ai qiK>i3 e'llctxre erlT .eaiocta T:i3linile
o
“.vsnBin IbooI j3 anisdai ©-lo^ta rio^je dxfrf noldaslneano Isic^neo b
p.e'socfa lo qi/o*i3 a lo eno at a'lo^s doae ^abiow 'lawel nl ,«ia
.bosibiTEJlo'isia bna benactalaliabs ©nfl rfoixfw
gfiOTs T^aQ’^aqaaiii aaH2iuDniTaiQ
alqoeq 'to ertollllrfi aevias aaoita nisrio eriT
-ed »ToIdofii;t3l5 ocf emialo I0MO edi ,'^'idnjj’oo ©ild di/Oflsjjo*tdd
rrBO dl . edoj/boiq add nd YddlBup boog JbajB aeoi*iq woX and
3lBoa- 0a"-3 -^ ©nplnu Bdd lo aai/Boad soaBdnsvba eaerid '10IIO
-DBiariorm oe 5na ,dd lo oddednadoB’xsdo oe ,sborfdo/n gaildsdai
.OTOde dnebneqebni erid lo oldsdnod
bodoc/bnoo bna bartwo aeandend b ad dirabfraqabnd erfT
-egriBl B ob doii aaob dl ,oljLri b bA , a anode nerido 'sonl dnaqa
nlBrfo lo qi/ons b ridxw benaqinoo 8 b ^aaenlajjd aalliaden alBoa
nisdo add 3b besinasno don sd bna IlBme ood el dd nol ,ea<xod3
gnd^nd alBoa-aa*iBl lo aaaBdnavbB add don aad dd aondS .ad
noddddaqraco abnegen as analli/e dd ^andldaden aXsoa-asnsI bna
nedd ‘ladg.id ad daimr altm e as aeodnq adl .Xs\^dn add dddw
those of the chain, because it cannot buy in such large quan-
tities and its comparative overhead is larger*
The distinction in the definition of the two in-
dustries shows that competition is a chief factor in the com-
plaint of the independent against the chain. Taxation is
the remedy needed to reduce the advantages which the chain
naturally has over the independent grocer. This is why the
question of taxing the chain store is so vital to it, and to
its rival, the independent. The chain store can be taxed
out of existence. Is it best for the buyer in the long run,
that the chain store should be abolished? Of course, the
independent advocates its extinction. What do the buyers
»
best interests demand?
-nflx/p ©3iel ilojjs nl :tonixao ctl SBueoed ^aiado »d^ 1o saori^
,tc©31bX si bserfievo ©v’j&ctB'iBqmoo a^tJ: baa
-iii ow:} erio 1o aol^tlalTiOb a/fv-f at. aot^toai^alb arlT
-fiioo ©rl:J at aocroB'l ‘iaJtrio a al notctictaqnxoo .ts£[;t ewoae eaitrfaab
at aoictBr-sT .atsrio ©rfi ctaniBs© ^nabaaqaboi *io ^at*Iq
atfiffo arft rfolxlw aagBd-asvbjB arfd- ©oi/Jbert od- babaaa Y^arse'i arfd
and ’^rfw at EtrfT .aaoci^ dae-baeqabat ©rid a©vo eari x-CXaiirdan
ed boB ,dt od ladtv oe at aaode rriario ©rid gntxad lo notdaeap
bexsd eri neo aaoda atari© exfT .dnabaaqabnt arid ,I*vt*x adt
,ajj^ grrol ©rid at aa^x/ri ©rid *iol dead dt al ,©on©dstx© lo dao
©rid ^aaacjoo 10 Tbarietlorijs ©ri bli/cria e-iodc aterio arid darid
^aia^x/ri ©rid ob dariff .aotdoatdx© edi aodsoovba d/rabaaqabai
?bnsraab adeai&dat deocf
CHAPTER III
THE LEGISLATIVE PROBLEM
The anti-chain store movement made rapid progress
in a very short time. After the establishment and develop-
ment of the chain store, much agitation and propaganda spread
throughout the country. Judges, governors, councilors,
senators, congressmen and other high officials took part in
the new problem. Radio and newspaper alike were filled with
the talk and clamor about chain store taxation. Political
and other smaller organizations joined the individual re-
tailers and conducted a strenuous attack on the independent
store’s rival.
At this time, anti-chain store legislation began.
Every state in the country attempted to levy taxes of such
exorbitant amounts that the chain would have been unable to
absorb them in its current operating budgets, and would
therefore have been forced to pass them on to the consumer.
Once this type of legislation got started, it
spread rapidly, for in 1925, in only two states was there
any chain store legislation, while in 1927 there was a total
of sixteen bills introduced for taxing the chain. North
Carolina, Georgia and Maryland actually enacted laws during
this year.
Ill flaT^AHO
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ae©'x;50*iq dlqa’i ef^sm dnarjevom &^c:f8 njtsiit5-"i;tnu8 ©/IT
-qoXevsb briB cfnoairisiId©;^a© ©ricf *iactlA. , ©mtct ct^oiie x^ev m nt
fcfid'xqe BbnsgBqo^q fenje aoI^Bctlsu r£o.c/a! ^e'lode alBfio ©rfrf 'to &neaj
,a'ionomfoo ^e-ioa'savos orfcf
o-
nl J^iBq 2fooct alaloll'io leiicto Jbna neiffaeo'ignoo ,3-io^BXxaa
rfcriw Bellll di9-Y 33ill.« laqsqawen bna o15bH ./nalcfoiq vrea eii^t
IboxcMIo3 a^octe aijsrio ;tuocfs 'xotsjsic bns arirf
“0*1 X3£fblvxl}iil oii^ 5@rtlc^ ciiolNtjcsIfua^Tio *xd£XjBsc6 *iOfltfo bnM
;tfie5noq©ftnI orfj no ei/onno*i;jB b I)d^oiJl>noo 5hb e'loIiB^
.iBvin e ' ono^Ja
, nssocf xiol^fBlalgejC onocfe rriBrio-lctnB ^oinid^ ahis d^A
doua Jo aoxBcl’ ^vol oc+ bocfqfiie^tiJB Tj'x^nxfco orfct xil o^b^s -^ova
o:f oldamr neod evad blirow aisdo ©rirf rfs/ld- a;tfijjortfi cfna^lrfioxe
Dli/ow f)fiB ,e;t 03&x/cr snl^Bnoqo ctnoiir/o sil nl laorict c^‘Ioec^B
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rfrfnoK
.niflrio e/lq ^nlxBcf not beoi/bond^nl ellM neojxia to
Snln/jf) awBl bed’OBno '^XXBv^fos bnBl'^jnBM bna BXgnooO ,BnXXo*iBO
.*tB8Y aiffd-
In 1929, in twenty-four states, sixty-two anti-
chain store measures were proposed; however, only two really
became law. One of these new laws, the Indiana graduated
tax law, has become one of the most Important cases on record
with reference to chain store taxes. It was declared un-
constitutional by the Indiana Federal District Court. The
decision handed down made doubtful the constitutionality of
such legislation, and for a while checked the enactment of
such tax measures. However, there was no let-down on the
part of the adversaries to single out the chain store for
special taxation.
In 1930, eighty tax measures were proposed which
sought to levy chain store taxes. Kentucky passed a gradua-
ted gross sales tax law, and Mississippi Imposed an addition-
al tax on the gross sales of the chain store. However, the
defenders of the chain store rallied around sind saved the
industry from being further burdened. Tax laws were also in
effect in Georgia, North Carolina and South Carolina. In
North Carolina and in Georgia the chain store paid graduated
license fees, with the maximum fee being fifty dollars per
store for all stores over five. In South Carolina the maxi-
mum fee was one hundred dollars for all stores over five.
A gross sales tax law existed in both Kentucky and Mississippi*
The Kentucky measure had the sales of one company *s stores
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/
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grouped and levied a tax on the total sales. The rate pro-
gressed from one-twentieth of one per cent for sales of four
hundred thousand or less, to one per cent of all sales over
a million dollars. In Mississippi, the sales tax rate was
one-fourth of one per cent on all companies operating more
than five stores in the state, and was levied on chain stores
in addition to the one-foiirth of one per cent gross sales tax
which was required.
In 1931, more than one hundred and thirty chain
store tax measures were proposed, levying num.erous special
taxation policies. Every one of the bills was Intended to
be used for the purpose of raising additional money for state
revenue. These tax measures were unfair and burdensome, but
luckily enough, this was a happy year for the chain stores,
for none of these bills became law. In the early part of
this year, however, the Indiana Case was brought again to
the front. As we know, this case had previously been tried
and the tax law was declared to be unconstitutional. How-
ever, at this time, the Supreme Court of the United States
reversed the decision previously hsuided down, and gave
another decision declaring this graduated license tax law
to be constitutional.
EXPANSION OF ANTI-CHAIN STORE LEGISLATION
New agitation arose against the chain store when
the decision on the Indiana Case was reversed. Eighty-six
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tax measures were proposed but only five went into effect.
These new laws were in Arizona, Alabama, Florida, Louisiana
and Wisconsin. The results showed that the Indiana Case did
not have the effect that at first seemed apparent.
The Arizona chain store tax law was identical with
the famous Indiana measure, while the Alabama, Florida, Lou-
isiana and Wisconsin measures increased the maximum tax that
was provided for in the Arizona and Indiana bills. These
four cases showed the evil in the chain store legislative
problem. The trend seemed to be for a continued increase of
rates which was finally bound to be too burdensome, and would
result in the death of the advantages served by the chain
store industry.
To bear this out, the Wisconsin tax law, used as
a temporary emergency measure to raise additional money for
state revenue for the relief of the state unemployed, pro-
vided for a graduated license tax of ten dollars for every
store up to ten, and progressed fifty dollars for every
store over twenty. Louisiana *s tax law provided for the
paying of taxes beginning at ten dollars per store for all
stores between two and five, graduating to two htindred dol-
lars per store, for all stores over fifty. The new Alabama
tax law imposed a seventy-five dollar maximum for every store
over twenty. Florida Increased the maximtun tsx of chain
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stores and also added other burdensome provisions. A license
tax at the rate of five dollars for the first store, with a
maximum fee of fifty dollars for each store over seventy-five
was provided for. On top of this, an ad valorem tax of three
dollars for each one thousand dollars worth of goods carried
in warehouse, and a counter tax of twenty-five per cent of
the state license tax, was added. A license t6ix equal to
twenty-five per cent of the state tax could also be added.
With the passing of the Indiana case, the differ-
ent states planned their laws after it so as to get favor-
able results, but more punitive provisions were used in most
of them which were very burdensome and destructive to the
chain store industry. It is now apparent that no chain store,
no matter how efficiently it operates, can absorb a tax of
a thousand dollars for every store over five, or even a
thousand dollars for each store over twenty, without being
forced to raise its prices and thus reduce the customer's
benefits.
During 1932, another tax problem showed on the
horizon. The city ordinance measures provided for the
classification of the chain store for special taxation. This
now form of chain store taxation was first Introduced in
Palatha, Florida and Portlsuid, Oregon. Palatha put into ef-
fect an ordinance binding all business men to pay a two per
ftsn«3il A ,a£iolaivo*iq omoanQb'iJJcf ‘ledd’o befebB osIjb bas s&io:te
a firfJtw ,9*10^8 ieiH drfd- *10% sTsXIob evil lo ©cta»i 9ri;t xaS
9vn-j^cr»vea *xero d'loc^e doBs *io% B'rsXIob lo ©el «i/nilxBiH
eB'iilcf lo X££t mB'tolBv foa na .elrfct lo qocT itO .toI bablvo^q aair
bal'i'iBD sbcog Ic riliow aTailob bxjaajvorfi err© rlos© rtol tt'iaXXob
lo d^noo ^9q ©vll-'4£tnewrf lo xai ’xe^tfuroo a bria ,©8£/oile'iBw nl
oc» Xaxjpe xa:t darreolX A .bebfoa aaw,xa^ oaneoll ©ri:f
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-*rovel dsg od aa oc dl ’tadla ewal »il©dd beoftalq eedada dna
daom nl beai; 9'rew anolelvoiq evldlai/q ^rrom drrd ,adli'a 9i eXcfa
©rid od ©vldoi/ffdesb baa 9snceaeb*xird yr*S9V ©rr©v riotriw jRorid lo
©'xode nlari© on darid dne'iaqqa won el dl .tidanbai ©node nlario
lo xad a cnoeria nao ^aodanaqo dl ^Idnelol tl© wori neddaic on
a nov© no ,©vll nevo ©nod© Y'^^ve^nol anaXIob bnasnorid a
gnleo' dt/oridlw ,-\r^n©wd nsvo ©node rfoa© nol encXXob bnaenorid
B'leimfauc ©rid ©onban si/rid bna eeolnq edl ©elan od boonol
.edlloaecf
©rid no beworia moXrionq xad naridonB <S66X ^nlniXl
©rid nol beblvoaq aeaxseaem ©onanlbnc ^dlo criT .noalnori
elxlT .noldaxad Xaloeqa nol ©node nlari© ©rid lo ffotdaolllsecio
nl beonbondnl denll eaw noldaxad ©node nlario lo icnol won
-1© odni dnq aridaXa<i .nogenO ^baaXdno^ fcna ablnoX**! ,aridaXa<I
nsq owd a ^aq od asm eaenleifd XIa gnlfanlri ©onanlbnc na doel
cent gross sales tax. The Independent and the chain fought
this movement and brought about its defeat. However, with-
in a short time, Jacksonville, Orlando and Palm Beach did
likewise in adopting such measures. In Oregon there was an
ordinance which included the licensing of retail stores,
starting at five dollars for every store over twenty operat-
ing in the city. This new type of chain store taxation soon
spread to other parts of the country.
A city in Michigan put into effect an ordinance
levying a graduated license tax with a maximum of one thous-
and dollars for every store over three. In the Middle West-
ern cities, similar city ordinances were attempted. In St.
Louis, a chain store ordinance was put into effect levying
a graduated license tax, starting at twenty-five dollars for
every store between two and five, and progressing to two
hundred and fifty dollars for every unit over twenty-five.
Newark, Charlotte and Pittsburg later tried to levy special
taxes on the chain store, but only Durham and Charlotte en-
acted city ordinances along similar lines. A city in New
Jersey put into effect a measure binding the chain store to
pay a graduated license tax of fifty dollars per store for
all stores over five.
In 1932, several cities had a difficult task to
pass city ordinances, and the only measures in effect were
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those in Durham, Charlotte and St, Louis. However, this
form of taxation will certainly lead to something further,
and it is only a matter of time "before another type of
destructive legislation will show itself.
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CHAPTER IV
ARGUMENTS IN FAVOR OF CHAIN STORE TAXATION
Tax the chain store! This is the cry of those
people who sire in opposition to it, and who would like to
remove some of the advantages of the industry by burdening
it with such a weight. Also Included in this group, are
those who see in the chain store a lucrative field for
income for the state
•
Many arguments are given by the adversaries of
the chain store to support their stand. They claim that
smy system which deals a death blow to small merchants,
whose price cutting is harmful to the public, which only
undersells independents because of bad trade practices, and
has a bad influence on a community, should be taxed, for it
is for the best interests of the state and public to do so.
They also attempt to prove that the chain store is monopo-
listic, its policies demand low wages, its price concessions
demoralize manufacturers* business and it drains the com-
munity of resources.
Obviously no chain company, no matter how effi-
ciently it operates, can absorb a large tax, say for example,
a tax of a thousand dollars for every store, without being
forced to raise its retail prices substantially. This is
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exactly what the proponents of chain store taxation have in
mind, and this is why so many legislatures are passing laws,
or considering taxation laws against the welfare of the
chain store. It is too difficult for the independent to
compete successfully against the chain store today, and
something must be done to protect the Individual retailer.
CHAIN STORES DEAL A DEATH BLOW TO SMALL MERCHANTS
’’The recent rapid mortality rate among long-
established wholesale dry goods houses, which a fev/ years
ago were thought to be beyond reach of adversity, is known
to everyone. The tendency and, in many instances, the neces-
sity for many manufacturers of advertised lines to sell di-
rect, speeded their passing and the growth of the chains
imparted the final blow.”^^^
’’Great corporations have been organized to estab-
lish chain stores and by unfair competition and unjust de-
vices, to put out of business thousands of Independent gro-
cers, butchers, and retailers. Thousands of formerly inde-
pendent dealers are walking in the streets in s earch of
employment . ” ^2
)
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”In the past few years more than three thousand
independent merchants have been put out of business by chain
stores owned suid operated from Wall Street. As a result of
this condition the smaller communities of this state are
facing a crisis."
"About four years ago some grocery men in Louis-
ville, Kentucky, became alarmed at the number of grocers
who failed. They decided to find out first how many suf-
fered this doom. And so for three years they kept a care-
ful tabulation of all grocers who closed up shop, k^i/hat they
found dumbfounded them. Louisville had less than one thous-
and grocery stores. Of this number about eight hundred are
independent stores. And though there are but eight hundred
Independent stores in the town, in three years one thousand
eighty-two such merchants went out of business.
"
"Louisville, Kentucky, affords a typical example
of what has been happening. I have recently made a survey
of the retail establishments on the main shopping thorough-
fare of Louisville. I have found that from eighty-five to
ninety per cent of the retail business done on this thorough-
fare is done by chain stores. Five years ago the condition
(1) Senator Thomas D. Schall, Interstate Grocer
.
May 24,
1930, p. 2.
(2) John T. Flynn, Colliers. September 28, 1929, p. 12.
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was exactly the opposite, with eighty-five to ninety per cent
of the business carried on by locally owned establishments* ”
^
These facts seem to show us that the small mer-
chant is now at a disadvantage and should be protected. How
can this advantage of the chain store be removed or somewhat
lessened? Would not taxation of the chains be of some help?
CHAIN STORE PRICE GUTTING IS UNFAIR AND HARMFUL
The Federal Trade Commission in a unsmimous report
to Congress some years ago stated; ’’The consuming public
does not enjoy benefits by unfair price cutting to compensate
it for the injuries following demoralization caused by price
cutting. In the long run, unrestrained price cutting tends
to impair, if not to destroy, the production and distribution
of articles desirable to the public.”
’’The competition developed by the price cutting
methods of certain retailers is harmful to the manufacturer,
destructive to the legitimate dealer and of no lasting bene-
fit to the small portion of the public temporarily affected
by lt.’’^2)
”A compilation of prices charged for similar arti-
cles by units of the same chain store corporations in various
(1) Harry Schacter, Nation, May 7, 1930, p. 544.
(2) Truth. April, 1930, p. 2.
(3) Thomas A. Edison, Interstate Grocer , December 14, 1929,
p. 2.
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markets was made a few years ago by the National Association
of Retail Grocers and filed with the Federal Trade Commission
because of the wide differences shown by this survey in pri-
ces charged by the same chain store systems in different
markets, not justified by fundamental costs.”
We ourselves know that price cutting has a down-
ward influence. We know that if the quality of the article
affected is not lowered, other brands of a lower quality
are brought out in competition with it. Eventually these
inferior brands may dominate the trade, and the general stand-
ard of that class of merchandise becomes much lower. Thus
the public suffers, and the independent is at a disadvantage.
Yet the chain store is allowed to make greater profits by
using unfair tactics. Why not tax it, and thus make it pay
for its benefits?
CHAIN STORES APPEAR TO UNDERSELL INDEPENDENTS BECAUSE OP
CERTAIN BAD TRADE PRACTICEg
Why should ainy business be allowed to reap profit
by using unfair methods? The advantage the chain store de-
rives from such actions is ruinous to the public, and to the
small merchant who has not the freedom to make a living that
should be allowed him* The state and government should tax
such a chain that undersells the independent and forces it
out of business.
(1) America--Chained or Unchained , p* 11
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"Articles have been sold at suicide prices to
get customers into stores. Immense buying power of large
organizations has been used to club the manufacturer into
ruinous price concessions. There have been cases of re-
bates returned from manufacturers to chains.
"I have a letter issued by one of the large chains
chiding managers who sell * specials* because they show a low
profit, arguing that stores selling them Instead of regular-
priced articles, coffee, tea, and candy, show it in the
small profits that are realized in such stores. The letter
then tells how cut prices are offered to attract customers
and that it does no good to sell specials from a profit
standpoint. That is a most frank admission that the low
prices are merely a cloak to get the people into the store
and then make a big profit selling something else."^^^
"The Chief Food Inspector of Georgia recently dis-
covered on having complaints made to him, that chain stores
in Georgia were selling a can of coffee, manufactured by the
Cheok-Neal Coffee Company of Nashville, Tennessee, that the
average buyer would, at a casual glance, suppose to contain
one full pound--16 ounces.
(1) The Business Week , April 9, 1930, p. 24.
(2) George J, Schulte, The Chain Store Menace
.
p, 12.
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"It was being sold upon the usual » catch sucker*
appeal of a few cents less than the nationally advertised
retail price per pound. But examination disclosed that it
was not a full pound. It was fourteen ounces. The actual
net weight appears to have been printed in very small type
down at the bottom where few would see it."^^^
"The Campbell Company chsuiged its can of beans
from one pound, one and three quarter ounces, to a one pound
size. The chains naturally grabbed at this, and seeing there
was an advantage were quick to advertise the smaller size at
a lower price, whereas the rest of the trade had the larger
size. Retailers and wholesalers were led to believe the
chains were simply slaughtering below cost, whereas they were
making a profit, but the consumer did not know the contents
of the containers were less.’’^^)
"In one A & P store in Michigan, ninety-eight out
of one hundred eighteen packages examined were found short
in weight. This manager was caught napping when Fred L.
Cogswell, representative of the Michigan Department of
Agriculture, entered his store and began weighing the pack-
aged goods. One hundred and eighteen were weighed by the
(1) Editorial, Truth. June, 1930, p. 4.
(2) George J. Schulte, Interstate Grocer . February 8, 1930,
p. 1.
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official and only twenty found correct, ninety-eight being
short in weight."
"An examination of the files of the City Clerk of
Kalamazoo, Michigan, shows that in one month, from November
twenty-fifth to December twenty-fifth, 1929, eleven cases of
short weight were reported by the City Sealer. Seven Kroger
stores, three A & P, and one National Grocery were involved
in these reports and they covered beans, rice, sugar, coffee,
lard, oleo, butter, berries and potatoes. Similar inspec-
tions were made in home-owned stores and not one was reported
short in weight.
Ex-Governor H. P. Long of Louisiana once said that
the chain stores have been convicted of almost everything in
regards to short weights. They use scales, he said, which
are open to question and subject to trickery. They sell beans
and other things which are short in weight.
Should not such a system, guilty of malpractices
in its trade, be taxed?
CHAIN STORES HAVE A BAD INFLUENCE ON COMMUNITY
Let me indicate what the shifting of the merchand-
ising from the hands of local men into the hands of outside
(1) George J. Schulte, Interstate Grocer
.
February 8, 1930,
p. 1.
(2) Interstate Grocer
.
March 22, 1930, p. 2.
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capital mesins to the community at large. The local merchant
generally owns his own home, and the town in which he se-
cures a livelihood for his family is his permanent home. He
takes pride in the activities of his community, and he shows
an active interest in the education and training of the youth
of the town. He is considered one of the leading citizens
and is expected to lend his efforts toward the social, edu-
cational and religious advancement of the community. As this
loyal and energetic type of citizen is being driven out of
his prominent position, another type of merchant takes his
place..
The new man is a transient. He is merely a repre-
sentative of a non-resident group of stockholders, who pay
him according to his ability to make profit for them. He
can hardly be classed as a merchant, for he is told what to
do and how to do it, and does his best to carry out his or-
ders. The better able he is to carry them out, the better
are his chances of being transferred to a bigger town, which
is his chief ambition. On the other hand, if he is not good
at taking orders, he is likely to be demoted or moved to a
smaller town at a decrease in salary.
J. Prank Grimes, President of the Interstate Gro-
cers Association, says; ’’Probably no Informed and thinking
individual will deny that our national well-being hinges
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largely on the prosperity of the thousands of smaller cities
and villages scattered across the nation. In the great ma-
jority of these places, retailing and wholesaling make up
the larger part of business. In many communities retailing
is the only business to be found
The late Senator Frank B. Willis, in an address
made on March 10, 1928, in Columbus, Ohio, made the follow-
ing statement: "Chain stores are having their effect on the
small business men. There is no longer the incentive for a
young man to enter business for himself, because if he does
he is soon brought face to face with a condition in which he
is compelled to face business destruction or else sell out
to the chain stores."
Prom the Interstate Grocer of June 14, 1930 we
read: "The smaller cities are rapidly becoming only the
homes of the employees and agents. Main Street is becoming
a succession of chain stores sind filling stations, all of
which are duplicated in every other town in color scheme,
architectural design and goods on their shelves."
In the V^holesale Grocer News of January, 1930,
we read: "America will not countenance the destruction of
(1) Interstate Grocer
.
April 12, 1930, p. 8
(2) Truth
.
March 14, 1928, p. 19.
(3) Interstate Grocer
.
June 14, 1930, p. 2.
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Individual opportunity. The retail business offers the
greatest number of opportunities for men with small capital
to get into business for themselves. The retail business
has been the great training ground where most of our great
captains of industry gained that needed executive training--
in shouldering responsibility—in finance—in directing
others. Should this great American Institution be permitted
to die and should it be changed from a nation of proprietors
to a nation of clerks?” (D
"A manager with a family of two or three children
would be hard put to it to exist on the small salary received.
He could not pay much rent, hence property values would have
to drop appreciably. He would have to buy just ordinary
things for his family and himself. His children could not
go through high school as their help would be needed to ease
up on home expenses. He could not lay anything aside for a
rainy day or sickness and could not build a competency to
take care of his requirements in old age.”^2)
CHAIN STORES ARE MONOPOLISTIC
There are certain points of economy and efficiency
in the chain store organization which give it distinct ad-
vantages over the wholesale and retail business as now
(1) Wiolesale Grocer News . 4:42, Jsuiuary, 1930.
(2) Chain Store Menace , p. 8.
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organized. It sometimes controls the product from producer
to consumer, buys in large quantities at a lower price, and
undersells its competitors on some things. It actually has
monopolistic tendencies.
The public has no direct interest in business as
now organized, except to buy where it can buy the cheapest.
It is short-sighted and does not see the future when the
chain shall have destroyed its competitors. Neither does
it foresee the watered stocks, the orgy of stock gambling
upon the credit of its own savings, and the inevitable rise
in price to the extortionate level. The public does not see
it, but this is the \miversal history of monopoly. Are we
going to let such action go unchecked? Can we not stop it
in some way, or at least its advantages? Will not the tax-
ation of chain stores reduce some of this monopolistic
tendency?
Senator Smith V/. Brookhart of Iowa, in his address
before the Institute of Public Affairs of Virginia, July,
1931, said: "The growth of the chain store is perhaps the
most startling development of monopoly in our country at the
present moment. In 1921, four per cent of all sales were by
chain stores. At the beginning of 1928, the sales were six-
teen per cent or an increase of three himdred per cent in
six years. In 1920, when the Packers Consent Decree was
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entered, there were twenty-seven thousand chain stores in
the United States. Last year there were seventy thousand
and, through the current year, they have been growing at
an accelerated pace. About the time of the decree, chain
stores—food stores principally—did a business of seven
hundred million a year. In 1927 their business amounted
to three billion dollars, a three hundred seventy per cent
increase. The mail order business has carved off another
large slice from the local merchant and the automobile has
taken his customers to the chains in the big cities. An
expert has estimated that all of these causes have taken
away more than fifty per cent of the business of the local
merchant. I do not quote this as an authentic figure, but
I do know that it is sending the local merchant into bank-
ruptcy and destroying the civic life of the small communi-
ties. Much of this is caused, doubtlessly, by unfair and
illegal practices of the big chains. The investigation by
the Federal Trade Commission will bring out the facts. I
know an instance where a great chain store was buying the
whole output of a typewriter factory. It continued until
the factory had lost all of its other customers. It then
suddenly ceased its orders and the factory went into bank-
ruptcy. The chain store then bought the factory for a song
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and thus added a story to its great structure of so-called
efficiency. "
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”I predict right now that the minute the chain
store succeeds in driving out the independent stores, the
same minute competition between the chain stores will cease
and a merger v/ill follow Immediately. ”
Senator George W. Norris of Nebraska said, "If
/
this combination idea is to go on much longer there will
not be a msin in the United States, from farming to manufac-
turing, who will not be working for somebody else, taking
commands from the man who sits at the head of a monopoly,
with his feet upon a mahogany table, giving orders to the
peasant and the hired men who work in the factories and even
those who work in the professional office.
"When the comer grocer is eliminated and the gro-
cery supply is sold by companies owning thousands of stores,
and through combination a single company controls the sale
of food supplies in a large area, how will the consumer fare?
Will not the chain store with its ability to teter up and
down prices according to what it wants to do to any community-
will it not have all the elements of the most obnoxious
monopoly?"
(1) Address of Senator Brookhart, July, 1931.
(2) Congressman LaGuardia of New York, Interstate Grocer.
April 5, 1930, p. 8.
(3) Outlook, 115:154, January 24, 1917.
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INDEPENDENT MERCHANTS HELP PEOPLE IN NEED—CHAIN STORES
DO NOT
It is a well-known fact that people go to their
independent grocer for help. Many a time has he been put
at a disadvantage by his aiding of customers, and still he
continues to help them. Is not this a tax on the local
merchant?
Will the chain store help the family in need?
Certainly not, for it is not its policy to extend credit to
customers. It is in business to make a profit, and any loss
resulting from such aid given to a customer comes from the
local manager's pocket, who, by such a decree handed down
from the "boss”, has become hardened to such help. Vdien we
look at this phase of the situation, does it not seem so-
cially wise to tax the chain store?
J. C. Penney, in an editorial in the Saturday
Evening Post, says: "It is said in the factory towns that
the wage earners buy at the chains when they have cash and
run up bills at the independents when they are out of work."
"At some unexpected time we may get out of work
and have sickness in our families; then what are we going
to do? If we spend our cash with the chain stores and mail
order houses while we are in good health and able to work,
• ~
r*
' *— —— - -- '
(1) J. C. Penney, Saturday Evening Post. 202:10. February
22, 1930.
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how can we expect the Old Home Merchants to take care of
us while we are down and out?
"There is nothing on earth that is greater than a
true friend; one that will come to your rescue when you are
in trouble and need; but, will the chain stores come to your
assistance without you having the money at hand to put out
for everything they give? If you think we are wrong, try
to buy a week*s supply of groceries or get a dress or a coat
on time and see if you get it,"^^^
"Take the case of John Smith who is taken ill.
He has a wife and five children depending on him for support.
The family income stops and he desires credit from the re-
tailer pending his return to health and employment. Based
on his record of honesty and payment, the merchant extends
the credit and John Smith is tided over his adverse days."^^^
CHAIN STORES DRAIN COMIvIUNITY OF RESOURCES
The profits that are made in the ordinary course
of the year in communities and towns are taken from these
districts by the operating chain store. The money is spent
by the home sfoik, and the profit resulting should be spent
in the comm\mity, or at least it should be used so as to
(1) Beaufort Gazette. March 13, 1930, p, 1.
(2) Representative Culken of New York, Interstate Grocer
.
June 7, 1930, p. 2.
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cause no harm. The money that is made by the chain is sent
out of the community in which it is made, thus decreasing
the value of the property valuation. The money which re-
mains in the community builds up and Increases the valua-
tion of property, and decreases the burden on those who have
the weight of tax upon them. This tax burden should be
shared by the chain store, for it is the one that is doing
the harm to the community. The income-bearing wealth of
the United States is concentrated in a few states. This is
not right and anything causing such a result should be re-
moved. Well, you can look to the chain store for its share
in sending the wealth out of the community and concentrating
it in a few special districts. What is to be done about it?
Senator Gerald P. Nye of North Dakota has said;
"The chain system is completely wrecking our present economic
set up; more particularly is it affecting community life in
the United States. Whereas, profits accumulated by stores
and banks in communities in the past have been largely re-
invested in the community in which they were earned, we find
the chain plan diverting in large part, these profits into
centralized coffers. Such a program can eventually accom-
plish nothing short of the complete wrecking of community
life in America. It causes one to ask where the funds are
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coming from with which to continue the improvement of
, schools and the rights in rural America.
j
"Conditions have changed during recent years,
I
The income from the fields and from the stores no longer
!
remains at home. Chain stores and mail order houses pick
up profits in villages and country places to be taxed at
the headquarters office in a far away place. The profits
I
made by manufacturing establishments in their branch fac-
I
torles throughout the states suid the profits from local
utility concerns owned by outside capital, as well as prof-
\
its from the mines and farms, are flowing in ever-increasing
streams into certain centers,
Edward E, Browne, Congressman from V/isconsln, has
said; "The United States Treasury, through its income divi-
sion, tells us that one-third of the income-bearing wealth
of the United States is in one state, the State of New York;
that there is one-half of the income-bearing wealth in fo\Ar
I states and three-fourths in eight states. These figures
I
i
prove conclusively that the wealth of the United States is
I
fast moving into a very small section of the country, no
I
longer to be used in the places where it is produced, and
(1) Senator Gerald P. Nye, Truth
.
April, 1930, p, 1,
(2) Secretary Crabtree, Journal of the National Education
Association. November, 1929, p. 274.
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not even liable for taxation for any of the necessary activi-
ties of the various localities. ”
^
CHAIN STORE POLICIES DMAUD LOW WAGES
The policies of the chain industry create a de-
mand for low wages not only in its own stores, but in the
shops of the manufacturers with whom it deals. How is this
determined? The buying method of the chains is such that it
makes little headway for progress to show itself and leaves
such small profit for the manufacturer that the low wage
policy seems necessary. So we can see that the evils of
the chain affect other companies also. Should not such con-
ditions be remedied? Would it not be a good policy to put
a burden on the chain store owners? Why wouldn^t taxation
of the chain be of some help to a community?
"Only recently the officials of the State of New
York felt it necessary to intervene because of the close and
hard buying methods of various chains in the clothing busi-
ness which threatened to wipe out all of the humanitarian
progress which had been made in recent years in the abolition
of sweat shops."
(1) Edward E. Browne, Congressman from V/lsconsin, Interstate
Grocer
.
June 14, 1930, p. 2.
(2) National Wholesale Grocers* Association, America
—
Chained or Unchained
, p. 5.
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"The chain store buyer goes to the manufacturer
of a standard article and makes him a proposition to take a
large portion of his output at low prices. He drives a
hard bargain with the manufacturer, and he, like all mor-
tals, thinks of himself first and passes on the decrease in
price to his workmen.
"The chain store systems also encourage sweat shop
manufacturing because of encouraging the distribution of
cheap merchandise. This invariably leads to unhealthy work-
ing conditions. "
^
CHAIN STORES DODGE A JUST SHARE OF TAX3S
The chain store claims that the rent it pays is
a form of taxation. It claims that, today, its rent is much
larger than that formerly paid by the independent who oc-
cupied the same location, and larger also, than the rent
now being paid by the adjoining independents.
The chain store industry will not enter a district
unless it can get the situation it wants. It is willing to
pay higher rent that others for the best location if long
time leases are available. By receiving long time leases it
can afford to take a loss in any store the first few years
on the chance of increased business. In Roxbury, not so
(1) Interstate Grocer. June 7, 1930, p. 2
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long ago, a grocery chain forced an Independent store out
of a desirable location, by offering the landlord an in-
crease in rent of one hundred twenty-five dollars per month
for ten years. The Independent could not match this offer
and so he was forced to vacate in favor of the chain. Is
this fair?
City taxes have not always been properly adjusted
to the chain store. In some towns the merchants complained
they were being taxed on their stock, while the chain store,
the more prosperous of the two, was exempt, except for the
state corporation tax. Just think how much more the local
merchant was contributing to the expenses of the city or
town than the chain store wasj
Likewise, vinder the present system of taxation,
the chain store does not pay a fair share of taxes for the
support of education and other civic endeavors. It has noth-
ing to do with community affairs, and will always dodge the
support of any of their functions unless it will increase
its profit or business. Shouldn*t there be a tax on such
_
an organization? The problem of taxation is hard to fix,
but in this case there can easily be seen the relation of
the independent’s burden to the burden of the chain store.
V^hen this relation is understood and passed on, can we not
make this ratio more even by taxation?
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"The chain stores bring practically nothing into
any community except what they pay for rent on the premises
occupied by them and that cannot be considered a contribution
to the community for the reason that if these premises were
not rented to chain stores, they probably would be rented to
somebody more intimately related to the community.
"
"They do not, tinder the current system of taxation,
pay a fair share of taxes for support of schools and like
civic endeavors. Very naturally, their voluntary contribu-
tions to church ministries or local charities amount to lit-
tle or nothing. They are not prompted by community motives,
are not affected by community interests. !They reap and gath-
er where they have not sown. They are parasitic; prey upon
citizens who endure the strains, bear the burdens and meet
the responsibilities of community life."^^^
"In a number of cities it has been discovered that
one single grocer pays more taxes than all the chains in the
town combined. In Zanesville, Ohio, for illustration, W. T.
Madden, grocer, pays ninety-seven dollars and eighty-six
cents for taxes on his store and seven hundred eighty-three
dollars on real estate, whereas five A & P stores, thirteen
Kroger Stores and ten United Stores, twenty-eight of them.
(1) Truth, June, 1930, p. 1.
(2) Truth, April, 1930, p. 1.
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pay a total of seven himdred twenty-nine dollars. This is
one himdred sixteen dollars less thsin the one home grocer.
”In Zanesville, Ohio, the average paid per store
by A & P is twenty-three dollars and eighty-five cents per
year; Kroger pays twenty-one eighty-five; and United Stores
pays thirty- seven dollars and twenty-three cents. The aver-
age for all twenty-eight stores is twenty-eight dollars and
ninety cents. On the other hand, the average paid by the
retail grocers in that city is seventy-five dollars and
twenty-one cents per store, or practically three times as
much with average sales or perhaps one-half of that en-
joyed by the chain systems operating in the same clty.”^^
OPERATING EXPENSES OP INDEPENDENT AND CHAIN STORES DO NOT
Var^ much
The ordinary grocery store, where the proprietor
and some member of his family work early and late, and where
the rent is low, can easily keep the expenses as low as
those of the chain store. The Independent store gives cred-
it and other services which the chain does not give, and
even this expense is so small as to be almost negligible.
A smartly managed Independent store can be mm as efficient-
ly as any chain, and even more so, since there is the personal
(1) Interstate Grocer . June 7, 1930, p. 5
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tinge to this kind of management. Of course, a poorly man-
aged independent store will not last long in this world of
competition today, but there are also many chain stores
which are poorly located and poorly managed, reducing the
efficiency, and increasing the expenses of the chain Industry.
Paul Nystrora says, "Practically any set of chain
store costs covering any system of service can be matched or
even beaten by independent stores operating in a similar way
giving the same service.
"In independent drug stores costs range from
seventeen per cent to forty-three per cent, with an average
of thirty per cent. Chain store costs are said to be about
the same as the average for the independents.
"Independent shoe store costs mm from fourteen
per cent to thirty-six per cent, with an average of twenty-
four per cent, and chain store costs operating under similar
conditions average about the same.
"The Harvard Bureau of Business Research figures
for general merchandise stores show costs ranging from ten
per cent to thirty per cent, but with an average or common
figure of fifteen and one-half per cent. Chain store ex-
penses in this field are about the same.
"There is scarcely a retailer so small that he
does not deal with producers directly for some goods.
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Independent grocers, even the small ones, buy much of their
goods from manufacturers and producers. Hence adding the
wholesale expense margin to the entire sales of the inde-
pendent *s business would be obviously unfair.
"Considering that chain stores usually do not of-
fer credit, deliveries and other similar services, the costs
of selling through independent stores, even with the whole-
sale margin included, differences in service considered,
closely approximate. Indeed if they do not fall below, the
costs of selling in chain stores."
"Our retailers, on the average, have reduced cost
of operations from a minimum of seventeen per cent of sales
down to less than eleven per cent; some down to six and seven
per cent. We have every reason to believe that the average
will soon be well \inder ten per cent."^^)
CHAIN STORE PRICE CONCESSIONS DEMORALIZE MANUFACTURERS*
Business'
The chain store buys one order from the manufac-
turer, then another, and so on, finally ending up by buying
all the orders. The manufacturer has now no other buyers
since he is satisfied with his one big customer. But the
(1) Paul Nystrom, Chain Store s, p. 8.
(2) J. Prank Grimes, President, I.G.A., Wholesale Grocer
News
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chain store puts on pressure and the price is reduced. The
manufacturer is now controlled and he must either lower the
price or go out of business. If he lowers the price, his
profit will dwindle, and the end will be in sight for such
a poor unfortunate. Yet, look at the profit the chain store
is making from such dealings. Wouldn't it be of some help
to tax the chain store and reduce its advantages?
”The present demoralized condition of America's
overall, workshirt and work-glove manufacturer can be laid
right at the doors of the chain stores, who have and are
consistently using these commodities for price leaders that
Impress the gullible public as representing the wonderful
values that can be found throughout their stocks. The pri-
ces at which the chains retail these items are, in many in-
stances, below the manufacturers' production costs. It is
no consolation that as a rule the other items in the chains'
stocks are on the whole priced as high or higher than the
independent store averages. The public's buying judgment
is blinded by the low price of the leaders.
"The reason for private brands, owned by a chain
store corporation, is both a larger profit and to avoid
price comparison with advertised brands put out by many
(1) Printers' Ink . March 27, 1930, p. 6
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manufacturers. Having their own brands, it will be possible
tofeake the housewives buy what they have. By virtue of this
domination the forty-five thousand manufacturers over this
country would be at the mercy of the chain store corporations.
There were seventeen thousand less food manufacturers in 1927
than in 1922. These forty-five thousand manufacturers are
scattered all over the United States. Many of them are in
small towns and give work to many people. These factories
j
are assets of such cities but they would have little chance
I
' with the chain stores; with independent dealers they have a
1 /-I \
B market and an opportunity to build.
"There is no denying that our manufacturing indus-
tries would languish if any appreciable number of manufac-
turers were compelled to distribute entirely through chain
i
I
and mail-order systems. Even the largest consolidations of
I
i
producers require the open channel independent distribution
I
for their healthy operation.”
I
WHOLESALE AND MANUFACTURING EXPENSES OF CHAIN AND INDEPEl^DENT
I
are ^A}jTE
I
When we have examined thoroughly the expenses of
I
the chain store and the independent grocer, we find that there
is not any noticeable difference in them. Any advantage the
(1) The Chain Store Menace, p. 11.
(2) Nation* 3 Business, 17;25, March, 1929.
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chain gets by large-scale buying is taken up by the costs
of maintaining warehouses and the redistribution process.
In some cases, taking over the function of the wholesaler
will reap profits for the receiver, but this does not always
effect the savings that were anticipated* For many years,
and even at present, the margin of profit in the wholesale
trade has been very small. Some wholesalers have tried sev-
eral different products, but the expenses were so great and
the profit so small, that they ended up with nothing at all,
Paul Nystrom says, *'A chain store that buys direct
and handles large quantities of goods incurs new expenditures
for warehousing, handling, stock-keeping, transportation,
depreciation, et cetera. Quantity buying resulting in se-
curing the lowest prices almost invariably results in in-
creasing operating expenses,
’’The independent wholesale grocery field is big
enough to require capital, expensive buildings and equipment
and a large force of office men, warehouse handlers, shippers,
deliverers, and all these functions performed by a wholesale
house cannot be dispensed with under any other distributive
system nor can they be performed at as little cost by any
other known agency,”
(1) Wholesale Grocer News
. 4;23, April, 1930
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’’Although the records of the I.G.A. are brief,
they establish some surprising facts. As an instance, they
prove that an intelligently managed wholesale grocery house
can furnish a distributive service that is no more costly
than the performance of the wholesale function by the chains,
when it is given an equal opportunity with the chains in
buying and when its retail customers are organized to con-
centrate their purchases,
"
(1) Nation’s Business. 17:136, April, 1926
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CHAPTER V
ARGUMENTS AGAINST CHAIN STORE TAXATION
The chain store should not be taxed I This is the
claim of those who are in favor of the continued life of
the chain store. It is the cry of those who see in this
type of business many benefits to the consumer.
People who are against chain store taxation say
that the chain industry should not be taxed for; its pri-
ces are lower than those of the independent; it has a quick-
er turnover than other stores; it has a good influence on a
community; it lowers the cost of advertising; it does not
practice harmful price cutting; it has not dealt a death
blow to small merchants; the public shows its approval by
patronizing it.
Defenders of the chain store claim that certain
advantages of its operations may be lost, if the Industry
is regulated along the lines of state activities, namely,
taxation. Under this form of taxation control there would
be a substantial addition to the cost of living, and people
who wish to save by the cash and carry method would lose
that advantage, and the savings of such a system would be
frustrated.
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CHAIN STORE PRICES ARE LOWER THAN INDEPENDENT’S
A few years ago the chain store and the indepen-
dent bought merchandise at the same price and on the same
terms. Both normally received a profit of 20^ on their
sales. Today, with the added advantage that the chain store
has, in getting merchandise at a lower price as a result of
large-scale buying, it can still make its profit of 20^ and
sell goods at a lower price than can the independent.
The chain store has the advantage of not having
to buy through the wholesaler and retailer as the indepen-
dent does, and the savings which result give it an added
superiority. The economies effected by this chain store dis-
tribution are of great significance.
"In one of a series of marketing analyses of the
United States Department of Agriculture and the Port of New
York Authority, a study was made of retail prices of cer-
tain fruits and vegetables in different types of stores.
Retail prices in chain stores were found to average seven-
teen per cent below those prevailing in typical Independent
stores which gave the prevailing amount of service. Prices
in the strictly cash and carry chain store averaged thirteen
per cent below the cash and carry independent store. This
study was made during 1923 and 1924, and it is reasonable
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to suppose that chains have learned how to effect even
greater advantages since then*”^^^
”Here is a large chain grocery company which makes
its annual report public. Its figures run into the millions,
but I reduce them in order to simplify them. The merchan-
dise which this com.pany buys for $82.50 it sells to the ultim
ate consumer for $100, It uses up $17,50 in all wholesale
and retail expenses and in profits,
"Now let us look at a wholesaler. If he buys as
cheaply as the chain, he, too, pays $82.50 for the same mer-
chandise, He now sells to the retail grocer this merchan-
dise for $92,42. The retailer in turn sells it to his cus-
tomers for $115.52—the same goods which the chain sold for
$100 . "(2 )
"The average savings on various groups of products
when they are purchased at a chain store are:
21.96^ is the average saving on 5 soaps,
12.43^ is the average saving on 10 breakfast foods.
8.99^ is the average saving on 8 beverages.
9.54^ is the average saving on 3 canned fruits,
20,74^ is the average saving on 3 cleaners.
(1) Rebekah Hoffman, Chain Store Progress, July, 1930, p, 5,
(2) John T. Flynn, Colliers . September 28, 1929, p, 67,
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13*985^ is the average saving on 10 products used
in the preparation of foods before they
are cooked.
15.78/^ is the average saving on deserts or materials
used in deserts.”
Why should the chain store be taxed when it gives
such advantages and bargains to the consiiming public? Is
the industry not burdened enough with its low price policy?
VlTiat, indeed, would be the effect in the end if
the chain store was taxed heavily? There would be more
money in the state and federal government treasuries, but
the public would have to pay higher prices for the goods,
and as a result they themselves would be taxed.
THE QUALITY OF MERCHANDISE IS THE SAME AS INDEPENDENTS
The patrons of the chain store are consumers who
belong to all classes. As a matter of fact, however, the
greatest percentage of the chain store consumers are from
the poorer class. Good business management and knowledge
shows that success depends on approval, confidence and pa-
tronage of its public. How can this industry afford not to
have the best in quality? It is demanded, and must be sup-
plied in order for the chain to be successful.
(1) Harvard Business Review
.
July, 1930, p. 422.
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A study of the Kroger Baking Company will give
one a good idea of the quality of goods sold by the chain
store* I was surprised, myself, to find that a Kroger
Food Fo\mdation has been recently established. It has a
large laboratory and research bureau, which is used to as-
sure the consTuner of the highest quality in food products.
There have been rumors spread about that the
chain covers up the quality of the goods by having differ-
ent sized packages of the same product that is sold exclu-
sively by it. I, myself, am unaware of such a practice.
M. G. Shaggs, President of the Safeway Company,
says, "These advertised brands are of exactly the same
quality as those handled by anyone else and in the same
sort of containers. It happens that manufacturers sometimes
change their packages or containers from one content to
another as to quantity, V/hen such changes occur, it is en-
tirely natural that Safeway, because of its more rapid turn-
over of stocks, will be among the first to offer the new
package. This explains why it sometimes happens that there
is a difference betv;een certain items found in Safeway
Stores and those found in individually operated stores.
"A number of inquiries have been addressed to
our company (Gold Dust Corp.) asking if we are marketing
(1) Printers’ Ink, June 19, 1930, p* 104
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two different weight packages, one for independent stores
and one for chain stores. For the information of all con-
cerned we are glad to advise the packing of Gold Dust, or
any other of our products, is the same for chains as it is
for independents, namely;
2 lb* 4 oz. Gold Dust 121 large
6 02 . Gold Dust 10015 C
This packing has been the only sizes since we discontinued
our 2 lb. 10 oz. large package and 7 oz. small package quite
some time ago. It is possible that some of the old packages
are still on the market.
THE PUBLIC SHOWS ITS APPROVAL BY THE WAY IT PATRONIZES THEM
The public is patronizing the chain store much
more than it is patronizing the independent. Every year the
percentage of people who patronize the chain store is be-
coming greater and greater. To demonstrate or prove this
point we do not need to quote figures or findings of ex-
perts on the subject. We can see for ourselves that the
people are becoming fewer and fewer who trade with their
neighborhood grocer. What does this prove? Nothing other
than that the public approves of the chain store and that it
is strongly and wisely opposed to burdensome taxation of
this industry.
(1) A. J. Kaufer, Chain Store Progress. May, 1930, p. 3.
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”Let U3 imagine a town which has two hundred and
eight grocery stores. Of these, forty-three are chain
stores and one hundred sixty-five are independents. Thus
the independents outnumber the chains four to one. But let
us look a little closer. Those chains did forty-one per
cent of the business. In other words, each chain store did
as much as three independents.
"
"In the country as a whole there are about four
hundred thirty thousand grocery stores. Only seventy
thousand of them are chain stores, but these seventy thous-
and do half as much business as the remaining three hundred
sixty thousand Independents combined."
CHAIN STORES HAVE A QUICKER TURNOVER THAU OTHER STORES
It is a well-known fact that the chain store sells
its products much cheaper than the independent. It can do
this because it operates cheaper, more economically, and
because the stock turnover is more rapid.
An observant citizen can notice the large shipments
of goods that are brought to the chain store regularly. He
can look at the shelves, from week to week, and notice the
quick turnover of the stock. He can also visit the corner
grocery store and see the large stock that has been there for
(1) John T. Flynn, Colliers . September 28, 1929, p. 12
(2) John T. Flynn, Colliers
,
March 30, 1929, p. 54.
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months and in some cases for years, for the policy of buy-
ing products which are not nationally known makes the in-
dependent store stock slow moving.
This is only one more point that demonstrates why
the chain store should not be taxed, for the prices of its
products would be affected, and the turnover of the goods
in the stores would be greatly lessened.
"The many \mnecessary moves made by goods on their
way to the consumer have exaggerated the cost of merchandis-
ing. But strangely enough, one of the costliest elements
had been not the moves but the pauses. After the goods got
to the old-fashioned retail merchant they remained with him
too long. He put money into his stock and let it rest there
for months. When a merchant buys a dollar's woitii of goods
and then sells that dollar's worth, he is said to turn over
his money or stock. The old merchants turned their stock
over two, three, four times a year. The chain store has
changed all that. It- will turn its stock over from ten to
fifty times a year. This is one of the great achievements
of the chain and one of the principal reasons for its low
selling prices.
(1) John T. Flynn, Colliers
.
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"The chain store carries only a limited mwnher of
items of proved fast selling capacity, and all the knowledge
gained in the operation of many stores is centered upon each
store. Instead of the ruinous dead stocks of the indepen-
dent retailer and the slow turnover, the chain store moves
its stocks rapidly, and the wholesaling discount obtained by
the chain store’s central buying headquarters takes care of
the warehousing of adequate stocks.”
’’There are no duplication of brands, or varieties
of qualities to choose from in a Woolworth Store, and very
few in an A & P store. The customer can see at a glance what
is offered and takes it or leaves it. Pev/er clerks, there-
fore, can handle more business, and this saving can, in turn,
be translated into lower prices.”
CHAIN STORES REDUCE THE ADVERTISING
The chain store is advertising now more than ever.
It sells its goods through display which was found to be the
easiest and least expensive of all types of advertising.
Other forms practiced by the chain are handbills, window
posters, bulletins and radio, but the display type overshad-
ows all. This type has saved millions of dollars in advertising.
(1) J. G. Frederick, Review of Reviews, 70:297, September.
1924.
(2) World’s Work, 49:214, December, 1924.
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which savings can be used for other useful purposes. It
is really a saving for the public, for it enables goods to
be sold at a low price.
’’The distinctive store-front has saved the chains
millions of dollars in advertising. They advertise them-
selves, and every store in a chain advertises all the rest.
This idea is, of course, carried out in the window-display
and in the interior arrangement of the store. This saving
is translated into lower prices.
Paul D. Converse says, ’’When there are several
stores in one connnunity, the chain store has an advantage,
in that one advertisement applies to several stores.
CHAIN STORES DO NOT PRACTICE UNFAIR AND HARMFUL PRICE CUTTING
The chain store does not, now, practice unfair and
harmful price cutting, even though there were some occasions
when this happened in the past. You can make a comparison
of the prices of goods which are sold in chain and indepen-
dent stores alike, and find that there is only a slight dif-
ference in the price. This is not unfair and harmful price
cutting, and still It is the only way that prices differ be-
tween the two.
(1) World’s Work
.
49:214, December, 1924.
(2) Paul D. Converse, Elements of Marketing, pp. 631-632.
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In 1928, Godfrey Lebhar said that, the fact, that
the grocery chains show a uniform net profit of about three
per cent on their total sales, clearly shows that their of-
fering of leaders is not excessive, while the fact, that
they make no more than three per cent, demonstrates that the
public is getting the benefit of their buying advantages and
operating economies. There has always been a cry that the
chain stores cut prices and ruined. the small man by so doing,
but if the business of the two is known, it is easily under-
stood what the cause of failure has been, and it is not the
chain store unfair tactics.
"Several nationally known chains have taken steps
to stop the practice of price cutting simply by stopping
"Nothing could be further from the truth than to
say that chain stores sell popular brands at a loss."^^^
CHAIN STORES HAVE NOT DSALT A DEATH BLOW TO SNLALL MERCHANTS
It is not the chain store that has put the small
merchant out of business but the Independent store itself.
Competition and Inefficient management have ruined many an
Independent
.
(1) Nation* 3 Business
. 1:40, February, 1930.
(2) Business Week
.
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Paul NyStrom claims that seventy- five per cent of
all business mortality is due to incompetence, inexperience
and a lack of capital. The number of retailers failing each
year is a measure of the business hazards, and it is interest
ing to know that thousands fail each year throughout the
United States.
"The grocery chains, for example, will scarcely
be able to capture more than 45 to 50 per cent of the mar-
ket at the outside. The independent grocer provides a ser-
vice in delivery and credit that appeals to the family of
larger means, while at the other end of the scale there are
many families who find it difficult to organize their in-
comes so as to buy wholly for cash."(l)
"The successful chain systems are a detriment only
to the small merchants who are asleep. They hurt only stores
whose owners are In a rut and who won*t try to get out.
Enterprising merchants welcome the advent of model j up-to-
date stores of chain systems in their cities, for the chains
are scientific merchandisers, and they bring new ideas, which
the others can apply to their own enterprises.
"
Retail trade is a risky undertaking. It is said,
that ninety per cent of those who enter business for them-
(1) World’s Work, 55:85, January, 1929.
(2) Review of Reviews , 78:526, November, 1928
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selves do not last long, and eventually go into bankruptcy.
The lowering of the retailing cost was necessary for the
making of a normal profit. The chain, by its system of
distribution and savings, has been able to reap a good prof-
it, and likewise has been able to lower the prices to the
customer. How can we find reason to tax such a system
which is so considerate of, and so beneficial to, the con-
suming public?
THE CHAIN STORES HAVE A GOOD INFLUENCE ON A COWiUNITY AND
DO NOT DRAIN IT OF RESOURCES
The chain store has a good influence on a community,
for it gives good service, satisfies public wants, and helps
to uplift the local community by leaving money in it. In
the chain industry the greatest portion of the customer's
money is spent in buying merchandise from local manufactur-
ers and producers. Another portion goes for rent, light,
heat, taxes, advertising, etc., which all remains in the lo-
cal community. Some is also spent for the management of the
store where local help is always employed.
"Chain stores send money out of town. Certainly
they do, so that they may better serve the town. All stores,
even the post office, telegraph office, ins\irance office,
and the bank must necessarily keep money flowing out of town,
and goods and services coming in. Prosperity is built upon
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the increasing exchange of goods, services and money between
I
towns and cities—--and not solely upon interchange of pro-
ducts and services within the community. Examine the labels
on your groceries, drugs, the name plates on your automo-
biles, the trade-marks on your furniture for a practical ex-
ample of how dependent your town is upon others.
"That the chains take money out of the community
which would otherwise stay there is a contention which seems
sound until one examines into what happens to a community’s
money. If we follow this line of reasoning to the ultimate,
then the town that built a great wall about itself and al-
lowed no people or goods to leave or to enter would be the
moat prosperous town. That, we know, is nonsense. Let us
see what actually happens.
"A chain store deposits its local receipts in the
local bank and of course sends the bulk of them by check to
the head office. This it must do to discoTint its bills for
merchandise. About 95^^ of all the money received by a
chain goes to buy merchandise, pay rents, clerk hire and the
like. Only about 4^5^ is left for profit. As to expenses,
the chain store and the Independent store are quite alike.
And also, they are quite alike as to paying for merchandise;
(1) Chain Store Progress , May, 1930, p. 1
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the Independent store does not buy Its goods locally. It,
too, must send away the greater part of Its receipts. The
only difference is that the profits of the independent are
in the local bank while the profits of the chain are in a
distant bank. If the chain store extends, then a part of
the profit comes back to pay for the extensions. If the
independent has profits of any size, he invests them, and
though he may invest them locally, he is more than likely
to Invest outside of his own locality in order to get the
benefit of diversification. If he leaves the profits in the
bank, then the bank may lend them to local borrowers, but in
part the bank will certainly Invest them in prime market
paper and in bonds of corporations.
”In fact, any bank which Invests too much of its
resources in its locality is not in a condition to render
the best service, for it runs the danger of becoming insol-
vent if the locality be visited by disaster. And now with
the coming of chain banking, it would indeed be a wise man
who would earmark money as to origin. And if the chain stores
charge less for their goods than do the independents, then
the chains leave in the community more money than they take
away, for they leave with the consumers the surplus due to
purchasing more for the same money.
(1) J. C. Penney, Satiirday Evening Post, 202:145, February
22, 1950.
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CHAIN STORES PAY ADEQUATE TAXES
The chain store cannot avoid paying taxes. It
is subject to taxation just as any other class of merchants
Is, Due to the fact that the chain store rents buildings
which are usually in choice locations, it indirectly pays
higher taxes through its high rent schedule. On the other
hand, if a chain owns its place of business, then naturally
it must pay taxes by the direct method just as other mer-
chants who own business property. The industry, furthermore
pays large amounts on income and through miscellaneous taxes
The comparative Federal Income Tsixes paid by corporations
and Independents on a per store basis, for example, can be
illustrated as follows:
Based on a $2,000 Income the corporation pays
$280 while the individual merchant pays nothing. Based on
a $7,500 Income the corporation pays $900 while the indi-
vidual merchant, if he has a wife and children, pays $48,
If he has neither wife nor children his income tax aggre-
gates $70, Based on a $15,000 income, the corporation pays
$1,800, while the individual merchant with wife and children
pays $111, If he has neither wife nor children he pays $415
in taxes to the government.
Obviously, the corporation—on a per store basis
—
is a greater taxpayer than the thousands of individual
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merchants with average incomes. Taxes, to the majority of
companies, represent substantial expenditures. Consider,
for example, the contributions of the First National Stores,
Incorporated, a sectional chain grocery company operating
2,601 stores in New England. This company in 1931 alone
expended more than $6,000,000 in taxes of all kinds. This
sum is eight times more than the company's advertising bud-
get and is the second largest item in its operating costs
—
labor alone exceeding it in size. Allocating this six mil-
lion to each article that the First National Stores distrib-
ute, in proportion to its price in round figures, means that:
40^ is added to each barrel of flour; 4^ to each pound of
tea; 2j^ to each pound of coffee; 2^ to each pound of meat;
2^ to each pound of butter; and a proportionate amount to
every other item,
Safeway Stores, Incorporated, the leading grocery
chain of the Pacific Coast, operating 2,691 stores, 1,631
meat markets, 44 warehouses, 15 bakeries and 2 creameries,
remitted in 1930 the sum of $1,784,287 to federal and state
authorities for taxes. 64^ of the employees of this company
personally paid taxes amounting to $409,858 or the equival-
ent of $43,36 per Safeway employee.
In Federal Taxes alone the Kroger Grocery and
Baking Company pays thousands of dollars.
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&dade ban Is*i8b8l od V8S,-^8V,X| lo snye odd C6QI al boddtmoi
Yasqvjoo eldd lo ee©YoXqni© ©rfJ’ lo »eexd^ *tol 8©l^l*iori^nfl
“lev.tape odd no 838, 60>^ od ^ialdnjjoaB eexact blaq •\cXlBnoe'i©q
• ©©^olqin© •^sw©1b8 *i©q 38. Ic ^ne
bns \*ift 00*10 *x880*tH. ©n^t enoXa seicaT laneb©^ nl
.eiBlXob lo 8fjri£8wo/i(t e-^Bq ’tn«qmoO yslafaS
The chain store, we see, pays enough taxes. The
more it will have to pay, the more burdensome will be the
load, not on the chain store, but on the public, to whom
the taxes will eventually be passed.
enT ii^isoae a'^aq ,©©« ew ,9*10^8 alado atfT r»
dilcf ©<f IIlw ftdosnebfcucf e'loni ©xii »^Bq ©VBxi XXiw ii ©fcoin
mojrfw o;f ,£»IIcIxfq ctfii ao iifcJ ,©^0^8 nlBrio ©ri;J no ^on »f)B0X
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CHAPTER VI
CHAIN STORE TAXES AND THEIR CURRENT LEGAL STATUS
CHAIN STORE TAX MEASURES NO LONGER ON STATUTE BOOKS
During 1933 there were two chain store tax laws
voided. The state legislature erased one special chain store
tax measure from its statute books, while the Supreme Court
declared a second one unconstitutional. A third tax meas-
ure, Arizona's chain store tax law (a graduated license tax),
was replaced by a two per cent gross sales tax.
In March, 1933, the Florida chain store tax law
was declared to be unconstitutional by the Supreme Court of
the United States, on the grounds that if allowed to remain
and be enforced by the state, it would result in discrimina-
tion between companies operating in one country and companies
operating in more than one country. The Florida tax law
carried the provisions that: any person operating one or
more retail stores, except filling stations selling gasoline
and other petroleum products exclusively, shall with no
exemption pay five dollars for one store; in any one county,
from two to fifteen stores they shall pay ten dollars for
each additional store, from fifteen to thirty stores there
(1) National Chain Store Tax Problem , p, 1
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.
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nlfirsieT o:J be's^cXIa IX darid ebnjjo*!^. arid no ^eadadS badlnU arid
-anlfftl'roaXb nl dXi/se't bXxrovsr dX ^adedB ©rid bsoiolne acf baa
aeXfiBqinoo baa ^'idnwoo eno nX ^nida^aqo eeinaqaioo naewded noxd
wbI xBd flbX*roX'5 arlT .'^^dni/oo sno naifd ©‘xom nX snXdBiaqo
*io ©no 3nXdB*ioqo noanaq rdarld enoleXvonq add baXmao
anXIosijg snXXXss enoXdBds gnXIXX'i dqaoxa ,aanoda IXaden enom
on ridXw Xlarls j^Xavlsirloxa sdoi/bc*iq nyrelo'ideq narldo bae
^^dnnoo ano '^na nX jenoda ©no nol enalXob ©vXl "^aq noXdqnrax©
nol eneXXob ned v;aq IXarle -^©rid eaiode neadlXl od owd Monl
©nedd aenods od neadlXl noil
,
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.X .q t-treXdon^ xaT enod8 .nianO Xanoldaij (I)
will be a tax of fifteen dollars, from thirty to fifty stores
a tax of twenty dollars, from fifty to seventy-five stores
a tax of thirty dollars, and over seventy- five stores there
will be a tax of forty dollars for each additional store;
in different counties, from two to fifteen stores require
the payment of fifteen dollars for each additional store,
from fifteen to thirty a tax of twenty dollars, from fifty
to seventy-five a tax of forty dollars, while over seventy-
five stores require a tax of fifty dollars; a tax of three
dollars for every thousand dollars of stock carried in each
state; if stores are operated in the same county, then ap-
plication is made to the collector of that county, and a
county license tax is imposed upon each store, provided such
county taxes are graduated according to the number of stores
situated in such counties; authority is vested in each in-
corporated municipality to levy a tax reaching twenty-five
per cent of the state license tax, provided such municipal
taxes are graduated according to the number of stores situa-
ted in respective municipalities.
This tax measure was brought into effect in 1931
and chain store companies in Florida immediately started ac-
tion to bring about its repeal. The Liggett Company brought
suit against the state tax commissioner in Florida but the
Supreme Court declared this statute to be constitutional.
Ou nont ,e’ibIIo6 neacfli:! to s 9d Iliw
Eeiocre evll-^^ixsvsa ocf gio'it te'xallo^ to XBi &
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‘-X^aevea aevo ©Xlrfw ^e'lsXXoJb Y^rrot to xad a evit--^rfneve8 od
oetricf to xad b la'iallcb Y^tXt to xad s 9ilop©*i earrocte ©vXt
rioBO ni bel'i'iMC Jtoads to e^iaXIob bnB£i/oil;i“ Tfievs *iot B*iBlXof>
~qj8 aBxi^ ©mss ©rf;t nX boctBioqo e-TB 8©«io^es tl ;©ctB;t8
B baa ^/x^auoa darid to *10X06X100 ©rfX oX ©r?Birr eX noXXsoXXq
ficue bebXvc'rq ^eioXa rloae aoqu beeoqml aX xbX BeaeoII T^Xaxroo.
ae*ioXs to ‘ledmuft ©rfj oX anXbnooofi beXaubBi^ e*ijs eexBX ^Xairoo
-nX jioB€ nX beXeev aX ^XX'ioriXi/B {eeXXoifoo iictre nX boXBuXXa
©vXl-^XnawX gnidoasi xbX s tv®X oX Y^lXBqXoXcufai beXB*toq*ioo
iBqXoXnim rfoi/e bebXvo*iq <xbX eansoXX ©XbXb ©jrfX to Xndo *isq
-BxrXXe e 6*10 X 8 to rtsXciixs ©rfX oX sisXbaoooe bedeubaag ©ib aexBX
. aoXXXXBqXoiniiaa ©vXXoeqe©*! aX beX
1€QI al Xoott© oXnX XxX^woiX zaw eausasm xbX aX/£T
-OB beXifiXs ^loXfiXbei^X BbX*ioX'5 nX asXffBqcxoo &*ioX8 alado baa
Sfigi/cad vxiBqmoD XXog^XJ ariT .Xasqei eXX XixoXb snX*icf oX noXX
©xlX Xj/cf flbX’ioX'i ni *i©noX68xJ3iisco xbX eXBXe ©riX XanlBga Slue
.lanoXXi/XXXanoo od oX aSuSaSa eXilX bs'iBloab X*n/oO emeiqifS
The chain store defenders brought the case to a higher court
after its appeal from the decision of the lower court. Ques-
tions of law and economics and the deepest phases of the case
were argued and passed on, but the Supreme Court of Florida
upheld the decision of the lower court. Finally an appeal
was made to the Supreme Court of the United States. The
case was brought up and tried in 1933. This court did not
uphold the former decisions but gave in March, 1933, a de-
cision in favor of the chain stores, declaring this tax law
unconstitutional because of county line discrimination.
There have been other chain store tax laws besides
these which have been repealed in the past. The Mississippi
and Georgia laws are among other enacted laws which singled
out chain stores for special taxation. The old Mississippi
law provided that upon every person, engaging or continuing
within this State in the business of selling any tangible
property whatsoever, real or personal, there is hereby levied
and shall be collected a tax equivalent to one-fourth of one
per cent of the gross Income of the business. It also pro-
vided that if any person shall operate more than five stores
in this state, at or by which any such property is sold, at
retail, there is likewise levied on and shall be collected
of such person, an additional tax equivalent to one-fourth
of one per cent of the gross Income of the business of all
cf’'Tj7oo i&.rb^xd £ od 6SS0 cfriguoT[cf a*ia5ael©i s*iorfa xiIbho ®xfT
-eeijj? ,^-moo ‘iswol e/f;t lo aol&loeJb adit moil laeqqB acfl la^la
08B0 srict *>o seaBxiq d^aeqoef) ed:! bns eoJtmoaooe bna wbI lo enol^
abl‘xoX'5 lo Jtix/oO oweiqtra ad& :tud ,ao J&sasjsq bojo beu^^e diew
iBsqqa fiB Y-flBfii'? .jficoo lewol edS lo aolzloab add bladqsj
©fiT .es^Bija bectinU add Ic cfii/oO ©ii!©iqjj8 add od abam saw
itcn btb d^ifjco alriT* ,S56I nl fsxia qjj (frf^xrcicf eaw ©bbo
“06 a , SSGI ni ©vb§ d’jjd anolaXoef) lecfl'icl ©rid blodau
WBl XBd 8 hid sniiBloefe .esio^e nlano odd lo loval nl nolclo
,noX;tBnXiiri-oeX* ©nil XdauoQ to assjBood iBnoIdi/dldanonni.'
eebtsad gwaX xBct artode nlado neddo need evAd anedT
IqqxselBsIM adT .dasq ©rid nl beXadq©*! n&oo ovari rioXriw ©eorid
bel^nls rioXri',ff ewaX b^doBfio larfdo 2j^o/ita ©*ib 8wbX bX3*io©£) baa
Iqqlaaleel}^ tio ariT ,nold£.>c/?d Xsloeca not aeiod© niaric di/o
arrXmXdnoo *io s/rlgBan© ^noeisq yr^e.vG noqu dedd beblvoiq wbX
©Xcflanad srriXXea to aeeiiiei/cf add al edadS airid atddl^r
belval ^deieri at oiarid ,lBaoai©q io Xboi ^i&vooadaxiw
-^dieqoiq
©no to riduyot-eno od dneXaviupe xad b oadoeXXoo ©cf XXBria bna
-oiq oaXB dl ^esoniend arid to ©mooriX eeoia lo dn©o i©q
aeiods avit irarid ©looi ©dsi©qo Xlarle aoaiaq ti dBxld beblv
do ^b£o8 at {d'laqo'iq doL^Q rioXriw ’^d lo da j©dBda eXrfd al
badoalloo ad Ilaxia ban no bolval ©aiwejfXl al ©lerid ,XlBd©-i
xldiijot-ano od dnaXsviup© xBd XjecroidlJbX)B na ^xioaiaq dofsa to
XXb to aaanlaud add to omoonl eaoig ©rid to dn©o *i©q ©no to
such stores. The classification of wholesaler or jobber shall
be used only by any person doing a regularly organized whole-
saling or retailing business, known to the trade as such,
and having regularly in his exclusive employment one or more
travelling salesmen.
This old Mississippi law which levied a special
tax upon chain stores was repealed by the state legislature
in 1932, and enacted into law the highly successful two per
cent gross sales tax. This tax law was not received favor-
ably by the chain store companies in Mississippi because
of its discriminating features. The case w^as brought be-
fore the United States District Court in 1930, but it was
later appealed to the United States Supreme Court. The case
was sent back again to the District Court for a decision
on the merits.
After numerous hearings were conducted, the Court
finally rendered its decision holding the chain store tax
law of that state to be constitutional. Meanwhile, the
existing sales tax law, with its discriminating features,
was repealed and in its place was enacted a nev; measure
providing for a sales tax of two per cent upon gross Income
or gross proceeds from sales. However, the chain store com-
panies found that, while the new law erased from the statute
books the provisions requiring a special tax from multi-unit
ad
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companies, it did not wipe out the liability of chain store
companies for taxes during the two year period that it was
in effect. In order to clear themselves of this liability,
therefore, the chain stores appealed the law to the Supreme
Court of the United States. It did no good, however. The
companies decided finally to pay the tax and discontinue
further legal action. The chains were also given the right
to pay back taxes without interest.
In 1931 the old Georgia law was repealed. This
law provided that persons operating a retail or wholesale
chain of more than five stores, shall with no exemptions pay
fifty dollars for each store over five stores. This law
went out two years after its enactment in 1929.
EXISTING SPECIAL CHAIN STORE TAX LAWS ^^^
In 1931 a chain store tax law was enacted in
Alabama. A temporary restraining order against the enforce-
ment of the law was Issued to chain store interests operat-
ing in the state pending a trial on the merits. A date was
set and the case came to trial in the Alabama lower court.
The tax is currently being paid by all companies except those
in favor of whom the restraining order was issued. The law
provides that every person operating one or more stores.
(1) National Chain Tax Problem , page 6
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retail or wholesale, except any business principally sell-
ing or distributing petroleum products, shall pay for one
store a tax of one dollar, from two to five stores a tax
of ten dollars for each additional store, on each store over
five but not over ten a tax of fifteen dollars, on each store
over ten but not over twenty a tax of twenty-five dollars,
and a tax of seventy-five dollars on each store over twenty.
In Idaho, in March, 1933, a chain store tax law
was enacted and took effect in May, 1933. This tax exempts
gasoline filling stations and vol\mtary chains. Under the
provisions of this tax all licenses expire December 31.
Several affected companies are contemplating the battling
of this tax law. The tax required under this law is as fol-
lows: one store, a tax of five dollars; two stores, ten
dollars per store; three stores, twenty dollars per store;
four stores, thirty-five dollars per store; five stores,
fifty-five dollars per store; six stores, eighty dollars per
store; seven stores, one hundred dollars per store; eight
stores, one hundred forty dollars per store; nine stores,
one hundred seventy dollars per store; ten stores, two hun-
dred dollars per store; eleven stores, two hundred thirty
dollars per store; twelve stores, two hundred sixty dollars
per store; thirteen stores, two hundred ninety dollars per
store; fourteen stores, three hundred dollars; fifteen
-XXea aBent&ud .-tqsoxd ,aX/»a©Xoriw ^o XXjBiJe'i
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stores, three hundred fifty dollars per store; sixteen stores,
three hundred eighty dollars per store; seventeen stores,
four hundred ten dollars per store; eighteen stores, four
hundred forty dollars per store; nineteen stores, four hun-
dred seventy dollars per store; all over nineteen stores it
is five hundred dollars per store.
In Indiana, the state legislature enacted a law
in 1929 levying a graduated license tax on chain stores, with
a twenty-five dollar maximum for all stores over twenty.
The Standard Grocery Company and other chain store concerns
appealed the law to the Federal Statutory Court of Indiana.
The court declared the new tax measure unconstitutional.
The state of Indiana then appealed the law to the Supreme
Court of the United States which reversed the lower court’s
verdict and declared the measure valid. A plea by chain
store interests to obtain a rehearing was denied. This
measure was of major importance, not so much because of its
cost to chain stores operating in Indiana, as because it
established a precedent for the classification of multi-
unit groups for special taxation based upon the same prin-
ciple. The State fully expected that this new tsix law would
produce at least one million dollars in state revenue. It
did not and much dissatisfaction resulted. Strenuous ef-
forts were made in 1932 either to repeal it and enact a sales
n33;txi3 'ido exellot^ ^^11*1 beif>fuiri ,aoio;fa
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tsLX, or to amend it sufficiently so that it would return
a satisfactory income for the state treasui*y. In 1933, a
new tsLJC law was passed which has the tax scale as follows:
one store, the tax is three dollars; from two to five stores,
ten dollars per store; six to ten stores, twenty dollars per
store; eleven to twenty stores, thirty dollars per store;
all stores over twenty, one hundred dollars per store. This
enacted law provided that it would be unlawful for any per-
«
son, firm, corporation, co-partnership, association, either
domestic or foreign, which owns, operates, maintains or
controls any two or more stores, to reorganize the stores
so owned, operated, maintained or controlled into small
groups for the purpose of evading the payment of the tax
imposed by the provisions of this act. Any person, firm,
corporation, who should violate any of the provisions of
this act, is to be fined in any sum not exceeding five hun-
dred dollars, and each day of continued violation is to be
deemed a separate and distinct offense.
In Louisiana, the tax law provided that those
engaged in the operating or maintaining of two or more re-
tail stores, or mercantile establishments in this state,
shall, in addition to ad valorem taxes and licenses pres-
cribed in the state’s general license laws, and with persons
or companies operating under a public utility franchise, and
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gasoline filling stations, where the average daily stock
of gasoline, motor oils or automobile accessories carried
does not exceed fifteen hundred dollars, pay as follows:
two to five stores, a tax of fifteen dollars each; five to
ten stores, twenty-five dollars; ten to fifteen stores,
thirty dollars each; fifteen to twenty stores, forty dollars
each; twenty to twenty-five stores, fifty dollars each; twen-
ty-five to thirty stores, sixty dollars each; thirty to
thirty-five stores, seventy dollars each; thirty-five to
forty stores, eighty dollars each; forty to forty-five
stores, ninety dollars each; forty-five to fifty stores,
one hundred dollars each; all stores over fifty, two hun-
dred dollars each. This new law was enacted in 1932 and
became effective in 1933.
In Maine a new chain tax measure was enacted and
took effect in 1933. This law said that each and every
license issued prior to the first day of January of any
year, shall be charged for at the full rate, and each and
every license issued on or after the first day of January
of any year, shall be charged for at one-half of the full
rate. This law exempts gasoline filling stations. The tax
scale of this law is as follows: for one store, the tax is
one dollar; for two to five stores, five dollars per store;
six to ten stores, ten dollars per store; eleven to fifteen
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stores, fifteen dollars per store; sixteen to twenty-five
stores, twenty-five dollars per store; all stores over
twenty-five, fifty dollars per store.
In Montana, the chain store tax law was approved
and becsune effective in 1933. This law stated that every
license issued prior to the first day of July of any year
shall be charged at the full rate, and licenses issued on or
after the first shall be charged at half the full rate. The
term "store", as used in this law, means and includes any
store or stores or any mercantile establishments which are
owned, operated, maintained or controlled by the same person,
firm, corporation, co-partnership or association, either
domestic or foreign, in which goods, wares or merchandise
or petroleum products of any kind are sold either at retail
or wholesale. The license fee scale is as follows: from
one to two stores, two dollars and a half per store; three
to four stores, fifteen dollars per store; five to six
stores, twenty dollars per store; seven to ten stores, twenty-
five dollars per store; all over ten stores, thirty dollars
per store.
In South Carolina, the provisions of the new tax
law are that each person operating one or more retail stores
in incorporated cities or towns, except gasoline filling
stations, shall, with no exemption, pay a flat rate as
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follows; five dollars to fifty dollars for one to ten
stores, increasing five dollars for each store; fifty to
one hundred dollars for ten to twenty stores; one hundred
dollars to one hundred fifty dollars for twenty to thirty
stores; one hundred fifty dollars for each store over
thirty.
There was a petition for a rehearing of the
Indiana case by the United States Supreme Court at this
time but it was denied. The chain stores of South Carolina
were contemplating the bringing of action in their own case
but then decided not to. In 1932, during February, in the
lower court, the case was tried and the court sustained the
constitutionality of the law.
In West Virginia, the tax required of every per-
son, firm, corporation, associaticnor co-partnership open-
ing, establishing, operating, maintaining one or more stores
within this state under the same general management, super-
vision or ownership, is as follows; one store, the fee is
two dollars; two to five stores, five dollars per store;
six to ten stores, ten dollars per store; eleven to fifteen
stores, twenty dollars per store; sixteen to twenty stores,
thirty dollars per store; twenty-one to thirty stores,
thirty-five dollars per store; thirty-one to fifty stores,
one hundred dollars per store; fifty-one to seventy-five
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stores, two hundred dollars per store; over seventy-five
stores, two hundred fifty dollars per store. This tax
measure excludes filling stations engaged exclusively in
the sale of gasoline and other petroleiun products. The law
became effective in 1933.
In Wisconsin, any person operating two or more
retail stores shall, with no exemptions, gasoline filling
stations being exempted later, pay as follows; on each store
over one but not over five, ten dollars; on each store over
five but not over ten, twenty dollars; on each store over
ten but not over twenty, thirty- five dollars; on each store
over twenty, fifty dollars. This new tax measure was in-
troduced, to last only for a temporary period of time. It
was used solely as an emergency measure to raise revenue
for the relief of the unemployed. This new law was to ex-
pire at the end of the year, 1933. The tax was paid under
protest, since it had to be paid and could not be held
back.
In North Carolina there was a flat fee license
tax law in which every person operating two or more retail
stores, except automobile and motorcycle dealers and ser-
vice stations, shall, with no exemptions, pay fifty dollars
for each store in excess of one. This measure was upheld
by the North Carolina Supreme Court. The decision of this
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court was later upheld in the decision handed dovm by the
United States Supreme Court.
In Kentucky, retail merchants operating a store
or stores, except farmers and sellers of farm products
raised by them in Kentucky, with sales of gasoline and pre-
scription whiskey deductible, and any corporation paying a
special license, excise, occupational or corporation license
tax permitted to deduct the sonount so paid from the tax
levied below, shall pay as follows; one-twentieth of one
per cent of gross sales of four hundred thousand dollars
or less; one-twentieth of one per cent of excess of gross
sales over four hundred thousand dollars but not over five
hundred thousand; five-twentieths of one per cent of excess
of gross sales over five hundred thousand but not over six
hundred thousand dollars; eight-twentieths of one per cent
of excess of gross sales over six hundred thousand dollars
but not over seven hundred thousand; eleven-twentieths of
one per cent of excess of gross sales over seven hundred
thousand dollars but not over eight hundred thousand; four-
teen-twentieths of one per cent of excess of gross sales
over eight hundred thousand dollars but not over nine hun-
dred thousand; seventeen-twentieths of one per cent of
excess of-^igross sales over nine hundred thousand dollars
but not over one million; one per cent of excess of gross
sales over one million dollars.
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This graduated gross sales tax was levied in
1930. It was carried to the Kentucky State Co\irt of Appeals,
and this court handed down a decision declaring it consti-
tutional. There was much disturbance about the entire situa-
tion and a way out was sought. An appeal was made to the
Supreme Court of the United States. The Supreme Court passed
on the case in 1932, and the court held that the decision of
the lower court could not be sustained merely upon the face
of the statute involved, in view of the allegations of the
bills of complaint, that the only remedy provided is to ob-
tain warrants upon the General Fund of the State in t he hands
of the State Treasurer, to be paid if and when funds are
available for the payment of such warrants in the usual and
orderly course; that there are now outstanding many such
warrants in the hands of the State Treasurer, which have been
outstanding since 1927 and cannot be collected by the own-
ers or holders for lack of funds in the Treasury; and that
there were at the time of the beginning of these suits out-
standing warrants of great figures.
No findings upon the subject have been made by
the courts. The decree was, therefore, reversed by the
Supreme Court and the causes remanded to the District Court
for final hearing upon the merits, without prejudice of the
status of outstanding warrants upon the General Fund in the
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-rrjpo ©rirf ^d berfooXXoo ©d rfonnao bna VSSI ©cals gfilbnarferfjuo
rferirf bna ;Y«ix/e 0©'iT ©rirf ni Bbmri lo iloal lol a*i©bXori *ro «*ie
“rfnc arfii/8 sB©rirf lo ^nlnnlsod ©rirf lo ©flilrf ©rirf rfa ©rtsw eaerirf
.asm/sll rfaertg lo arfnaa*xaw ^Ibnarfe
©bant! ne©d ©vari rfoe^dji/8 ©rirf noqa ag^nlbnll oW •>
.
©rirf beeaov©^ ,©aol©*i©rirf ,aaw ©eioeb ©riT .orfanoo ©rirf
rfaijoO rfolrirfelC ©rirf orf bobnaicei aesnao ©rirf bna rfmoO 6£B©*iqua
©rirf lo ©oXbo'to'iq rfaorirflw tarfl'iem ©rirf noqi; gnliaeri Xanil *iol
©rirf ni biTi/^ Ifiienex) ©f{rf noq// arfnamaw sribnarfarfiro lo ai/rfarfe
state Treasiiry, and whether warrants of the sort contem-
plated by section ten of the act in question are accorded
preference in payment over other warrants, and the basis,
if any, for the assurance that such preference will be con-
tinued, so that in the event of actions by the plaintiffs
at law under section ten, they would be afforded a certain,
reasonably prompt and efficacious remedy.
In New Mexico, the new tax measure provided that
retail dealers in merchandise other than liquor, oil, gas
and motor fuel, peddlars, itinerant vendors and dealers in
new and used automobiles, whose annual sales do not exceed
three thousand dollars, shall pay a license tax of ten dol-
lars. The tax scale is as follows: annual sales of three
thousand dollars to ten thousand dollars, fifteen dollars
annually; annual sales of eleven thousand to twenty thous-
and dollars, twenty dollars annually; annual sales of twenty-
one thousand to fifty thousand dollars, fifty dollars annu-
ally; annual sales of fifty-one thousand to seventy-five
thousand, seventy- five dollars annually; annual sales of
seventy-six thousand to one hundred thousand dollars, one
hundred twenty-five dollars annually; annual sales of one
hundred one thousand dollars to one hundred fifty thousand,
two hundred fifty dollars annually; annual sales of one hxm-
dred fifty-one thousand to two hundred thousand dollars, six
-piecfnoo ^*103 lo s;tnjB*X'iBw iwricferiv fiaa ,x'i'^®<seiT
f)o^>'iooofi eii5 noi^eei/p ni ©rfc^ lo nect noi^oea -^d becfalq
^aJtaacf ©rid bns ,eitnfi*i*iaw laxfio levo :^iiear^Bq nl aone'ialeiq
-noo ed XIlw oon&'ie'l&'iq cidL'B &Bd;f ©Ofisiijaea ©ricT *iol
em^nXalq ©ri;t ^cf enoicfoa lo inev© ©do ni darirf oe ,ft©jjn.f;o
»ni:ad*ioo a fea&iolla sd Jbix/ow noltfoea 'lebm; wal da
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s'l.eXIob noedlil ,e'isIIob bnusirodct ned oct aiallob bnaai'odd
-ai)orld v^daowd basejjorid- n©veX© lo aelua Isonna {'^Xluxxnnu
Jo aelBB lauxinu ; eiBlIob ^aiBlIob baa
”unn£ B'XBlIob ^aiBlIob biLBeirorid od bnasuorld ©no
©7Xl-Ydnovea od bnaeiforid ©no-Y^^’’^X'^ *io eelBs iBirrma
1o aelfis iBumns a'lullob ©vH-^ctn©ve8 ^buBexiodd
©no fB'iBlIob biiBsuorfd Jbenbnt/d ©no od Jbnissx/ond xie-Ydnevea
©no lo 3 ©JTb 8 lunonB ; snsIXob ©vXI-y^^®’^^ beibni/ri
tbaBBxrof d benbruri ©no oi anuXXob bnuenoiid ©no bortbrufri
-nnd ©no lo aeXse iBuntiji ;xIlBSjjcTaB anBXXob berLbnifd owd
xXe ,8iB/Xob bfxsax/ofl^ bertbni/d owd od bnua xroxfd ©ho-y^'^-^*^ barrb
hundred fifty dollars; annual sales of two hundred thousand
dollars to three hundred thousand, one thousand two hundred
fifty dollars annually; annual sales of three hundred one
thousand dollars to four hundred thousand, one thousand nine
hundred fifty dollars; for all sales over four hundred thous-
and dollars, twenty-five dollars per thousand dollars. This
new law was approved in 1933.
In Vermont, a graduated gross sales tax was levied
in 1933. Its provisions are as follows: one-eighth of one
per cent on the annual gross sales from fifty thousand to
one hundred thousand dollars; one-fourth of one per cent on
the annual gross sales from one hundred thousand to two hun-
dred thousand dollars; one-half of one per cent on the annual
gross sales from two hundred to five hundred thousand dol-
lars; one per cent on the annual gross sales from five hun-
dred thousand to seven hundred fifty thousand dollars; one
and one-half per cent on the annual gross sales from seven
hundred fifty thousand to one million dollars; two and one-
half per cent on the annual gross sales from one million
two hundred fifty thousand to one million five hundred
thousand dollars; three and one-half per cent on the annual
gross sales from one million seven hundred fifty thousand
to two million dollars; four per cent on all annual sales
over two million dollars.
bnjBQiiorC^ f)eo£)nx/ri owe* lo e«Iee lusjimA ja'isllob fse'tfcrttril
be*ibnud omi banasjori^t ano tbiisax/orid’ beibni/b eertxl^ oj axallob
6no De*xf3fji/rf ij&r[£i^ lo eelae lAuxma a'liSlJEob
enin bnaauoil^ ©no tJbniiai/orfit haibni/ri iwol e*iaIIob betBsuod^f
-Ei/o/lcf ba'iftni/ri ^«ol i©vo eelss IIb 'xoJ ja-iallob benbnud
aldT .s^BlXob bnaax/o/lcf leq a^xalXob ovll-x^£iev;r tcusllob bns
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©no lo rfcJ-ffgin-eiio :8woIXc*i aa s'Ib enoXclvonq ad-I .S<SGI rrX
oc}^ .bnaat/ori^ aioil nalne aeci3 iQucuia eri^ no ^neo 'roq
no ^tn9o noq ©no lo rftJ'iJj’o’t-eno jeieXIob baazuodq benbfijjrf eno
~nn/f owi ocf hnaenorii beiJbm/rf ©no nioix eelaa seons laucirui eri^
iBLicma orf:f no rfnoo tog ©no 1o llBri-©no jEiaXIob bnfiax/orict benb
-lob bnjsanoff^ ba'iX-rirnX evlJ oc^ boiJbann owet moil aslse EEC13
-nuri evX'i aio'!! selES raoi^ liinnnja ori^f no cJitao *i©q-©no laiel
ono {BnBlIcJb bnaer/oriif ^^1 X1 be-ibnnri neves oS Jbneanori^ be*iJb
nevea mon'l eeXae seo'xg iBnnnB ©rf;X no ;tnoo *xeq lIeff-©no bne
-©no bn£5 ewd jenRlIob nolllin! ©no o^ bnaenori^ benbnnri
noXIIIni ©no inon'i eeljse eeong iBnana exief nc ctneo *ieq "ilad
beibcurd evJt'l nollllta ono bnaeirod^t benbnsjd owS
iBiJiina Gdd^ no :tneo neq llad^eno bna ee*xdd jenallob bnaenorid'
bafiai/orict banbnnri aov©e noXXItin ©no rao*!! eelaa 680*13
80l©a iBjjnfia XIb no ^neo noq rtuoJ ^anBlXob nollllm owi orf
.anaXiob nolXXJjai owu nevo
CHAPTER VII
CITY ORDINANCES ENACTED
LEVYING SPECIAL CHAIN STORE TAXES
BIRTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE ORDINANCE PROBLEM
In addition to the tax danger confronting chain
stores in the various General Assemblies, another tax prob-
lem manifested Itself during 1932, in the form of city or-
dinances providing for the classification of multi-unit
systems for special municipal taxation. The significance
of the situation will be appreciated, when it is realized
that there are a great many cities and towns which are al-
ready legally able to adopt such measures, and that several
states have recently enacted special enabling acts to pro-
vide their cities and towns with such authority.
This new city ordinance form of chain store tax-
ation began in Palatha, Florida and Portland, Oregon. The
city council of Palatha introduced and passed an ordinance
requiring all merchants to pay a two per cent gross sales
tax. The individual retailers and chain store companies
of the city succeeded in bringing about its defeat. The
damage, however, had been done—a precedent for such taxa-
tion had been established. Within a short time Palm Beach,
(1) National Chain Store Tax Problem , p. 19
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Orlando and Jacksonville, Florida, were impressed with the
possibilities of such taxes, and proposals to this end were
presented for consideration of the respective city coun-
cils. Fortunately, however, no more of these Florida cities
enacted ordinances.
Portland Enacts Graduated License Tax: During the
fall of 1931, the city council of Portland, Oregon, passed
an ordinance providing for the licensing of retail stores,
starting at six dollars for the first store and progressing
to fifty dollars for all stores over twenty. Those who felt
this type of taxation to be fundamentally unsound, thereupon
took advantage of the "Referendum provision" of the Oregon
Constitution, and circulated a petition which was promptly
signed by twenty-five thousand consumers, invoking the pro-
visions for a popular referendum vote at the next general
election.
Of the 105,653 votes cast by Portland voters at
the election held in November, 1932, only 51,782 favored the
repeal of the city ordinance. Thus the slim efforts to re-
peal this municipal law levying special taxes upon them were
unsuccessful by the margin of 2,089 votes. The inference
from this contest is, that such municipal licensing is by no
means assured of unmixed popularity among local citizens
and voters
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This new type of chain store tax problem soon
spread to other sections of the country, Hamtramch,
Michigan, a city of seven thousand inhabitants, passed an
ordinance levying a graduated license tax on chain stores,
with a maximum fee of one thousand dollars for all stores
over three. Efforts to enact similar city ordinances were
made in other mid-western cities such as Youngstown and
Columbus, Ohio, and Milwaukee, Wisconsin. In St, Louis,
Missouri, a chain store ordinance was enacted levying a
graduated license tax, starting at twenty-five dollars for
every store between two and five and progressing to two
h\mdred fifty dollars for every unit over twenty-five,
Maplewood, Missouri—a suburb of St. Louis—followed the
lead of its parent, adding a city ordinance to its statutes
classifying multi-unit systems for similar taxation.
RsLhway and Newark, New Jersey; Charlotte and
Durham, North Carolina; Pittsburg, Pennsylvania; Cleveland,
Ohio; Syracuse, Binghamton and Rochester, New York; Free-
port, Illinois; Los Angeles, California; Camden, Arkansas;
in time sought to levy special city taxes on chain stores,
Durham, North Carolina, succeeded in enacting
such an ordinance. Red Bank, New Jersey; Fredricksburg,
Virginia; Knoxville, Tennessee; Capital Heights, Maryland;
and Aberdeen, Washington; all passed measures requiring chain
stores to pay special taxes.
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THE TEN ENACTED CITY ORDINANCES TAXING CHAIN STORES
Aberdeen. Washington;
This ordinance provided that each person, and every
person, firm or corporation, operating and conducting a chain
store in the city of Aberdeen, shall be required to pay an
annual city tax of |100 per store. A chain store, for the
purpose of this ordinance, shall be deemed to be a store
owned and operated by a non-resident of the city, the owner
thereof operating one or more units in addition thereto, out-
side the city of Aberdeen. The penalty of ^100 is provided
for each violation of the ordinance.
Capital Heights, Maryland;
This ordinance was passed in March, 1933, and
singles out multi-unit systems for extraordinary taxation.
The Capital Heights measure requires a flat $50 per store
tax on all chain stores operating in the community.
Durham. North Carolina;
In 1932, the following city ordinance levying a
special tax on chain stores was enacted:
"License and Privilege Ordinance, Section 153:
Branch or Chain Stores:
Every person, firm or corporation, engaged
in the business of operating or maintaining in
(1) National Chain Store Tax Problem , p. 22
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the city of Durham, under the same general
management, supervision or ownership, two or
more stores or mercantile establishments where
goods, wares or merchandise is sold for sale
at retail, shall be deemed a branch or chain
store operator, and shall pay for the privi-
lege of engaging in such business on every
store operated in the city of Durham in excess
of one, an annual license tax of $50."
This ordinance is still in effect.
Fredricksburg, Virginia;
In November, 1932, the following resolution was
adopted:
"Resolved: That the Ordinance Committee request
the City Attorney to draft an ordinance levying
an annual license tax of $250 on each and every
store, filling station, or branch of business,
operated under the same name by chain stores,
oil companies and all other chain organizations,
which tax shall be supplemented and in addition
to the regular merchant’s license now imposed,
provided that no further tax shall be Imposed on
chain organizations which operate in but one
place of business within the city."
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Hamtramch, Michigan;
The following ordinance was enacted in November,
1931:
"An ordinance to provide for the operation,
maintenance, opening or establishment of the
business of selling food supplies and food
products at retail within the city of Hamtramch,
Wayne County, Michigan, and to provide for the
licensing thereof; prescribing the license fee
to be paid therefor; and providing a penalty for
the violation of the terms of this ordinance.”
The fee for one place of business is $25. For two places
of business under the same general management, supervision,
or ownership, it is $50 each. For three such places of
business it is $75 each. For four such places of business
it is $100 each.
Knoxville, Tennessee:
On September 20, 1932, an ordinance was enacted
which provided for a special tax on the opening, maintain-
ing or operating of a branch or chain store, at the rate
of $25 per annum upon each store so operated in the city in
excess of one. It further provided that the violation of
said ordinance was a misdemeanor, and upon conviction,
carried a fine of not less than $25, nor more than $25 per
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day, for each and every day of its violation. Prior to the
enactment of this particular ordinance, a tax law was
drafted, levying a graduated license tax on chain stores,
commencing at ^50 for one store and progressing to $250
per store for all units over twenty. A $25 per unit fee
was ultimately enacted into law.
Maplewood. Missouri;
In 1932 an ordinance was enacted providing for a
special tax on chain stores. The first store was totally
exempted. The second store had to pay a tax of three hun-
dred dollars. The third store had to pay five hundred dol-
lars. All stores over three had to pay one thousand dollars
per store.
Portland. Oregon;
In September, 1931, Portland enacted an ordinance
which provides as follows:
"That from and after January first, 1932, it shall
be unlawful for suiy person, firm, corporation,
association or partnership, either foreign or
domestic, to establish, open, maintain and/or
operate through ownership, lease, general con-
trol, management, supervision, or otherwise, any
store or stores within the city of Portland,
without first having obtained a license as here-
in provided."
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For one store the tax is six dollars. Prom one to five
stores it is ten dollars per store. From six to ten stores
it is fifteen dollars per store. Prom eleven to twenty
stores it is twenty dollars per store. Over twenty stores
it is fifty dollars per store.
Red Bank. New Jersey;
In December, 1931, an ordinance was enacted im-
posing license taxes on various occupations such as auc-
tioneers, junk dealers, etc. Chain stores themselves were
obliged to follow the following taxation:
"Chain stores, where six or more stores are
owned by one person, firm or corporation with-
in and/or without the state of New Jersey,
$50 per store annually."
St. Louis, Missouri;
In June, 1932, an ordinance was enacted which pro
vided thus;
"Every person, firm, corporation, co-partnership
or association establishing, opening, maintain-
ing or operating within this city under the same
general management, supervision, ownership or
control, two or more stores or mercantile estab-
lishments where any goods are offered for sale
at retail, shall be deemed a branch or chain
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store operator and for such stores established,
opened, maintained or operated in excess of
one, shall pay the license fees hereinafter
prescribed for the privilege of establishing,
opening, maintaining, or operating such store
or mercantile establishment in excess of one.”
The tax scale was as follows: from two to five stores,
twenty-five dollars per store; from six to ten stores, fif
ty dollars per store; from eleven to fifteen stores, one
hundred dollars per store; from sixteen to twenty stores,
one hundred fifty dollars per store; from twenty-one to
twenty-five stores, two hundred dollars per store; over
twenty-five stores, two hundred fifty dollars per store.
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CHAPTER VIII
SmiARY OF SALES, OCCUPATION
AND GROSS INCOME TAXES
SALES TAXING PRIOR TO 1935 ^^^
As early as 1821, in Pennsylvania, a modified sales
tax was in existence. In 1899, it was converted into the
present Mercantile License Tax under which all vendors of
goods and merchandise are taxed annually on the basis of one-
tenth of one per cent of their gross sales.
"Connecticut, since 1921, has levied a privilege
tax on unincorporated manufacturing and mercantile concerns
of one-tenth of one per cent of their gross sales on their
Connecticut business. An annual tax yield of about f600,000
in that state indicates its relative unimportance.
"Delaware levies a light tax on unincorporated
merchants and manufacturers, who merely report to the county
authorities the rough figures of their gross incom.es. Whole-
sale and retail payments in the state have never exceeded
|100 , 000 .
"In Missouri, a state law permits cities to levy
local retail sales taxes, and for several years both St. Louis
and Kansas City have had a loosely administered local system
at a one-tenth of one per cent rate .
"
(1) National Chain Store Tax Problem , p. 30
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West Virginia, since 1925, has obtained revenue
from its tax on sales or turnovers thus: In this state--
(a) Such extractive industries as coal mining, oil and
natural gas production, lumbering and mineral products are
taxed at a rate of one to tv/o per cent on sales,
(b) Manufacturers » intra- state sales, and all retail-
ers' sales are assessed at approximately one-fifth of one
per cent with wholesale transactions at a much smaller rate.
(c) Banks, transportation companies, pipe line opera-
tors, telephones, and other public service companies, are
taxed at rates ranging from three-tenths of one per cent to
one per cent.
(d) Contractors and professional men are taxed three-
tenths of one per cent,
(e) Amusements bear a one per cent admittance tax.
In Mississippi, in 1925, a tax law was enacted un-
der the stimulus of anti-chain store agitation, which levied
a one-fourth of one per cent annual tax on all gross sales
of all retail merchants, with an extra one-fourth of one per
cent tax on the sales of all companies operating more than
five stores in the state. Even with this added revenue, how-
ever, the state was \inable to long postpone a fundamental
revision of its tax base. The legislature adopted a bill
for a general sales tax of two per cent, for a period of two
years commencing April, 1932, to June 30, 1934.
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The Mississippi Emergency Act of 1932 provides
thus; Upon every person engaging or continuing within this
state in the business of selling any tangible property what-
soever, real or personal (not including, however, bonds or
other evidence of Indebtedness, or stocks) there is like-
wise hereby levied and shall be collected, a tax equivalent
to two per cent of the gross proceeds of sales of the busi-
ness; provided, however, that in the case of a wholesaler
or jobber, the tax shall be equal to one-eighth of one per
cent of the gross proceeds of sales of the business; pro-
vided further, that in the case of an automobile dealer or
agent, the tax shall be equivalent to one per cent of the
gross proceeds cf sales of automobiles and/or tractors and
trucks. The classification of wholesaler or jobber shall be
used only by any person doing a regularly organized whole-
sale or jobbing business, known to the trade as such, sell-
ing only to licensed retail merchants or jobbers.
In 1932, in Pennsylvania, a temporary retail sales
tax bill was Introduced. It provides thus;
Section 3—Imposition and Rate of Tax. A state tax is
hereby imposed and assessed upon sales of tangible personal
property, at the rate of one per centiun upon each dollar of
the gross income derived from the sales of such property,
during the six months period ending February twenty-eighth.
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one thousand nine hundred thirty-three
,
or any part of such
period, except such sales of tangible personal property as
are not within the taxing power of this Commonwealth under
the Commerce Clause of the Constitution of the United States,
Such tax shall be paid at the time and in the manner herein-
after provided.
In 1933, however, the following Pamphlet Law Reso-
lution was passed:
’jyhereas, the act of August 19, 1932, P.L. 92, imposing
an emergency sales tax provided for the filing of returns
and payment of such tax on or before April 1, 1933;
Whereas, legislation is pending providing for payment
of only one-half of said tax on or before April 1, 1933,
concurrently with the filing of said report and the remain-
ing one-half on or before May 15, and;
V/hereas, said legislation cannot be adopted before
April 1, and many taxpayers are uncertain as to what steps
are to be taken with respect to the filing of returns and
payment of said tax, therefore,
—
Be it resolved if the House of Representatives concur:
That every vendor liable for the payment of the Emer-
gency Sales Tax under the provisions of the Act of August
19, 1932, P. L. 92, entitled "An act to provide revenue by
imposing an emergency sales tax for state purposes upon sales
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of tangible personal property by vendors as herein defined,
prescribing the method and manner of collecting such tax and
providing penalties," may on or before April 1, 1933, pay
one-half of such tax concurrently with the filing of his
report, and may pay the remaining one-half of said tax in
a single installment on or before the fifteenth day of May,
1933, but the amount of the tax not paid on or before April
1, 1933, shall bear interest at the rate of six per cent
per annum until May fifteenth, 1933, and twelve per cent
per annum thereafter.
Resolved, That the General Assembly hereby declares its
purpose forthwith to enact suitable legislation more fully
to effectuate this resolution, and to authorize the Depart-
ment of Revenue to accept payment, and to settle said Emer-
gency Sales Tax in accordance with this resolution.
Resolved, That this resolution shall be effective im-
mediately upon its approval by the Governor.
Approved, March 29, 1933.
THE EIGHT SALES TAX LAWS ENACTED DURING 1933 ^^^
I. In Arizona, on March 20, 1933, a two per cent tax
on gross income was levied. The provisions of the new law,
as concerns retailing, are in substance as follows: Prom
(1) National Chain Store Tax Problem , p. 35
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and after April 30, 1933, there is hereby levied and shall
be collected, annual privilege taxes measured by the amount
or voliime of business done against the persons, on account
of the business activities and in the amounts to be deter-
mined by the application of rates against values or gross
income, or gross proceeds of sales, as the case may be, as
follows:
Section 2-C Upon every person engaging or con-
tinuing in this state in the business of selling any tangi-
ble personal property whatsoever, (not including, however,
bonds or other evidence of indebtedness or stocks) there
is likewise hereby levied and shall be collected, a tax
equivalent to two per cent of the gross proceeds of sales
of the business; provided, however, that in the case of a
wholesaler or jobber, the tax shall be equal to one-half of
one per cent of the gross proceeds or sales of the business.
The classification of wholesaler or jobber shall be used only
by any person doing a regularly organized wholesale or jobb-
ing business, known to the trade as such.
Provided, however, that any person engaging or contin-
uing in business as a retailer, and a wholesaler or jobber,
shall pay the tax required on the gross proceeds of sales of
each such business at the rates specified, when his books
are kept so as to show separately the gross proceeds of sales
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of each business, and when his books are not so kept he shall
pay the tax as a retailer.
II. In Indiana, on February 27, 1933, a bill was ap-
proved which levies a one per cent tax on the gross income
of all retailers. Section 2 There is hereby imposed
a tax measured by the amoimt or volume of gross income, and
in the amount to be determined by the application of rates
on such gross Income as hereinafter provided. Such tax
shall be levied upon the entire gross income of all resi-
dents of the State of Indiana and upon the gross income de-
rived within the State of Indiana of all persons and/or
companies. Including banks, who are not residents of the
State of Indiana, but are engaged in business in this state,
or who derive gross income from sources within this state,
and shall be in addition to all other taxes now or hereafter
imposed with respect to particular occupations and/or acti-
vities. Said tax shall apply to, and shall be levied and
collected upon, all gross incomes received on or after the
first day of May, 1933, with such exceptions and limitations
as hereinafter provided.
Section 3 The tax hereby provided for shall be
imposed at the following rates: Upon the entire gross in-
come of every person engaged in the business of retailing
of any tangible commodity, or commodities—one per cent.
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III. In Illinois, March, 1933, a bill was approved
which contained the following provisions;
A tax is imposed upon persons engaged in the business
of selling tangible personal property at retail in this
state, at the rate of three per cent of the gross cash re-
ceipts from such sales in this state of tangible personal
property, made in the course of such business on and after
the first day of the next calendar month after the taking
effect of this Act (April 1, 1933), and prior to July 1,
1935. However, such tax is not imposed upon the privilege
of engaging in any business in interstate commerce or other-
wise which business may not, under the Constitution and
statutes of the United States, be made the subject of taxa-
tion by this state.
IV. In North Dakota, March, 1933, a bill was approved
which levies a tax on gross income as follows;
Section 3 A state tax is hereby Imposed and assessed
upon sales of tangible property, and upon sales of profes-
sional services, at the rate of 2% of the gross income derived
from the sales of such property or services during the period
of the taking effect of this Act (July 1, 1933), and ending
June 30, 1935, or any part of such period, except such sales
of tangible personal property as are made to the United States
Government under the Commerce Clause of the Constitution of
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the United States, and such sales as are made to the state
of North Dakota including its departments, institutions and
industries.
V. In Oregon, March, 1933, a hill was approved by the
governor which levied a tax on gross Income as follows:
Section 2 Prom and after the effective date of this
act (August 1, 1933), there hereby is imposed upon every
person engaging or continuing in business in this state, a
privilege tax measured by two per cent of the gross incom.e
as herein defined; provided, however, that in the case of
gross income derived from the sale of tangible personal pro-
perty or service to dealers for resale and gross income de-
rived from publishing, the tax shall be measured at the
rate of three and one-tenth of one per cent of such gross
income •
VI. In South Dsdcota, March, 1933, the governor approved
the bill which provides:
"Upon every person located in, or engaging or con-
tinuing in any occupation, trade, profession, within this
(1) The term person means an individual, a natural person,
a trust or estate, any co-partnership, firm, corporation,
joint adventure, association, fiduciary, or other entity
however composed, any corporation or combination acting as
a unit, and the plural as well as the singular number.
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state other than those businesses Included in the four pre-
ceding subdivisions of this section, the amount of the tax
levied and imposed by this act shall be equal to the gross
Income of such person multiplied by a rate of one per cent,
excepting that the distributed share of the Income of a
co-partnership, firm or joint-adventure upon which the tax
has been paid coming to the individual member of such or-
ganization, shall be tsixable only at a rate which shall be
equal to the difference between the rate of tsLx paid by such
co-partnership, firm or joint-adventure and the rate of one
per cent." Effective July 1, 1933.
VII. In Utah, March, 1933, the bill was passed which
provided as folloT/s;
From and after May 31, 1933, there is hereby levied
and there shall be collected and paid:
(a) a tax upon every retail sale made within the State
of Utah equivalent to three-fourths of one per cent of the
purchase price paid or charged, or in the case of retail
sales involving the exchange of property, equivalent to three-
fourths of one per cent of the consideration paid or charged,
including the fair market -value of the property exchanged
at the time and place of the exchange, except that in the
case of sales of liquid malt, malt syrup or malt extract,
fluid, solid, or condensed, made from malted serial grains
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in whole or in part, this tax shall be equivalent to five
per cent of the purchase price;
(b) a tax equivalent to three-fourths of one per cent
of the amount paid for all services rendered, or commodities
furnished for domestic or commercial consumption by any
utility of the State of Utah;
(c) a tax of three-fourths of one per cent of the
amount paid for all meals furnished at any restaurant, eat-
ing house, hotel, drug store or other place at which meals
are regularly served to the public;
(d) a tax of three-fourths of one per cent of the
amount paid for admission to any place of amusement, enter-
tainment or recreation, provided that the tax on any admis-
sion to any theatrical entertainment shall be not less than
one cent on each admission.
VIII. In Washington, March, 1933, the new tax law was
passed which provides:
From and after the first day of June, 1933, and until
the first day of June, 1935, there is hereby levied and
shall be collected from every person an annual tax or ex-
cise for the privilege of engaging in business activities.
Such tax or excise shall be measured by the application of
rates against values, gross proceeds of sales, or gross in-
come, as the case may be, as follows:
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Upon every person engaging or continuing within this
state in the business of selling at retail, or other than
as a wholesaler or jobber, any tangible property whatever,
real or personal (except, hov;ever, bonds or other eviden-
ces of indebtedness or stocks); as to such persons the
amount of the tax or excise shall be equal to the gross
proceeds of sales of the business, multiplied by the rate
of five-tenths of one per cent*
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CHAPTER IX
THE CHAIN STORE LEGISLATIVE PROBLEM DURING 1933
LEGISLATURES WHICH CONVENED IN REGULAR SESSION IN 1933 ^^^
In the year nineteen-thirty-three
,
there were one
hundred forty-one bills introduced by Congress seeking to
classify chain stores for extraordinary taxation. New spe-
cial tax laws were enacted in Idaho, Indiana, Maine, Mon-
tana, New Mexico, Vermont and West Virginia. Forty-one
governing bodies sat during the regular sessions.
CHAIN STORE BILLS INTRODUCED ACCORDING TO WEEKS ^
In the first month or first four weeks there were
forty-one house bills introduced and seven senate bills.
During the next four weeks there were thirty-nine house
bills and eighteen senate bills introduced. There were In-
troduced during the last five weeks sixteen house bills and
six senate bills. So, during the thirteen weeks after the
legislature opened, in nineteen-thirty-three, there was a
total of one hundred forty-one bills introduced.
BILLS INTRODUCED BY STATES
There were one hundred forty-one bills introduced
in forty-one states. These one hundred forty-one bills vary
(1) National Chain Store Tax Problem, p. 43
(2) Ibid, p. 43
(3) Tbld , p. 44
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In their provisions. Most of them provide for graduated
license tsixes on multi-units. Others are graduated gross
sales taxes, measures vesting authority in municipalities
to classify, license and regulate multi-unit systems, or
bills carrying other ways and means of levying special
taxes on chain stores.
The states which introduced one bill are Rhode
Island, Tennessee, Vermont, Wyoming, North Carolina, Ari-
zona, Georgia, The states introducing two bills are Dela-
ware, Georgia, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Montana, Nebraska,
North Dakota, Oregon and South Dakota, Washington, South
Carolina, Arkansas, Ohio, New Mexico, Colorado, New Hamp-
shire, Missouri and Michigan introduced three bills, Utah,
Kansas, Oklahoma, Connecticut, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas and
Maryland introduced four bills. The states which introduced
five bills are California, Illinois, Maine and Wisconsin,
West Virginia alone introduced six bills, while Pennsylvania
Introduced seven, Minnesota and New York, far in advance of
the other states, introduced thirteen bills each,
BILLS INTRODUCED ACCORDING TO PROVISIONS ^
One hundred and five bills provided for graduated
license taxes. Only four provided for graduated gross sales
(1) National Chain Store Tax Problem, p, 46
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taxes. Special graduated gross sales taxes were had in
eight bills introduced in the house and in the senate.
Municipal Authorization was the provision in a total of
nine bills. Fifteen bills had a miscellaneous provision.
GRADUATED LICENSE TAX BILLS ACCORDING TO TAX SCALE
Eleven bills provided for a maximum fee of twenty-
five dollars. Eight bills provided for a maximum fee up
to fifty dollars. Up to seventy-five dollars there was a
total of only three bills. Fourteen bills provided for a
maximum fee up to one hundred dollars. Up to two hundred
dollars there were seventeen bills. Nineteen bills pro-
vided for a maximum fee up to five hundred dollars. Up to
one thousand dollars there were eleven bills. Five other
bills provided for a maximum fee of five thousand dollars.
MISCELLANEOUS TAXES
In North Carolina there was the Merchants License
Tax. Wholesale and retail merchants for the privilege of
operating, etc., a store or stores, shall, in addition to
the license tax, pay a tax at the following rates for half-
yearly periods, deducting worthless accounts from the amount
of gross sales.
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In Tennessee there was the Merchants Privilege
Tax. Each person, etc., engaged in the mercantile business
and those owning chain stores and operating in addition
thereto depots or distributing houses shall, with no exemp-
tions, pay 15jii on each $100 of average capital invested.
In Virginia there was a Distributing House Li-
cense Tax. Any person, etc., operating, etc., a distribu-
ting house to distribute goods among his retail stores shall,
with no exemptions, pay the following taxes: For $1,000 or
less, a $10 t£ix. For $1,000 to $2,000 in purchases, a $20
tax. For $2,000 to $100,000— (a) $20 for first $2,000 and
(b) 20^ on each $100 on the excess from $2,000 to $100,000.
In Maryland there was a graduated license tax on
chain stores starting at $5 per store, for stores one to
five, and progressing to $150 per store for all stores over
twenty. This law became effective June 1, 1933.
In Minnesota the law provided for both a gradua-
ted license tax and a graduated gross sales tax. The gradua-
ted license tax commenced at $5 per store for one to ten
units, advancing to $155 per store for all units over fifty.
The graduated gross sales tax started at one-twentieth of
one per cent for annual sales of $100,000 or less. Increasing
to a flat one per cent for annual sales over one million
dollars. Effective 1933.
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In North Carolina, there was a graduated license
tax starting at $50 per store for stores two to five, pro-
gressing to $150 per store for all stores over fifty-one.
It voided the existing law requiring a flat tax of $50 per
store for all units over two, and becsime effective June,
1933.
BIRD^S EYE ANALYSIS OF ANTI-CHAIN STORE LEGISLATION ^^)
In about thirty-eight states in the Union, bills
for taxation of chain stores were proposed. These bills
were brought up in the House of Representatives and were all
graduated license tsLxes. The provision in each bill ranged
anywhere from one dollar per store to five hundred dollars
over twenty stores.
In the Senate, in about twenty-one states, bills
were introduced with provisions anywhere from one dollar
for one store to one thousand dollars over twenty stores.
In California a graduated gross sales tax bill
was brought up in the House of Representatives, while in
Minnesota and Ohio, like bills were introduced in the Senate.
Special graduated gross sales tax bills were in-
troduced in Montana, New Mexico, Iowa, Vermont, California,
Georgia and New Hampshire.
(1) National Chain Store Tax Problem , p. 47
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In Kansas, Missouri, New Mexico, Oregon, Alabama,
Utah and Arkansas, bills were Introduced providing authority
to cities to license retailers.
In Connecticut, Maine, Indiana, Minnesota, Kansas,
Maryland, Michigan, South Carolina, Texas, W@st Virginia,
and New York, there are all different forms of tax bills.
They are mainly composed of graduated license taxes, gradua-
ted gross sales taxes and tax bills with different provi-
sions than the common bills. Miscellaneous tax bills are
all provided in these different states#
COURT CASES--CHAIN LEGISLATION
During the last ten years, in this country, there
has been a Isirge n\mber of court cases which tested whether
chain store legislation has been constitutional or not.
The decisions have depended not only upon the varying facts
which constituted the background for the particular legis-
lation under consideration, but also, to some extent, upon
the point of view of the courts or judges who have been
called upon to deal with the question. A study of some of
these cases will give one an understanding of how perplex-
ing and complicated is the problem of chain store taxation.
The following cases are just a few of those that have been
brought before the courts in recent years.
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In Quaker City Cab Co. v. Penna., 277 U.S. 389,
the court held invalid a Pennsylvania statute which imposed
a tax upon the gross receipts of a corporation engaged in
the general taxicab business, but not upon like receipts of
Individuals and partnerships engaged in the same business.
The differences relied upon as justifying the tax are fair-
ly comparable with those relied upon in the present case.
It was said that there were advantages peculiar to the cor-
porate organization not enjoyed by individuals or partner-
ships, such as those pointed out in other cases. The con-
tinuity of the business, without interruption by death or
dissolution, the transfer of property interests by the dis-
position of shares of stock, the advantages of business
controlled and managed by corporate directors, the general
absence of individual liability, inhere in the advantages
of business thus conducted, which do not exist when the
same business is conducted by private individuals or part-
nerships. These advantages, although brought to the atten-
tion of the court, were not considered as constituting dif-
ferences having a reasonable relation to the object of the
taxing act, and the tax was held unconstitutional as deny-
ing to the corporation the equal protection of the laws.
American Sugar Refining Co. v. Louisiana, 179 U.S.
89, involved the validity of a license tax upon those carrying
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on the business of refining sugar and molasses, but ex-
empted planters and farmers grinding and refining their own
sugar and molasses. The classification was upheld on the
ground, that the steps taken by planters and farmers to
protect their product for the market were incident to the
original growth of the cane; and that this distinction
saved the classification from being purely arbitrary, op-
pressive or capricious.
In W. W. Cargill Co. v. Minnesota, 180 U.S. 452,
the statute required that the owner of an elevator or ware-
house situated on the right of way of a railroad, etc.,
should procure a license therefor at a nominal fee. The
act was assailed because it did not apply to elevators and
warehouses not so situated. The court sustained the class!
fication because the railroad was a public highway, the use
of which could be so regulated as to promote the ends for
which the corporation was created, and thus subserve the
interests of the general public. Moreover, it was neither
alleged nor proved in that case, that there were in the
state any elevators or warehouses not situated upon a
railroad right of way.
In Wong Wing v. Klrkendall, 223 U.S. 59, the sta-
tute Involved imposed a license fee on hand laundries, but
not upon steam laundries, and exempted from its operation
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laundries not employing more than two women. The classi-
fication was sustained, principally upon the authority of
the two cases referred to immediately above.
In Metropolis Theatre Co. v. Chicago, 228 U.S. 61,
a classification of theatres for license fees, graded ac-
cording to the prices of admission, was held not to be ar-
bitrary or unreasonable, because, although there might be
exceptional cases, there was a natural relation between the
price of admission and revenue.
’JVhlle opinions might differ in respect of the
wisdom or fairness of some of the statutes Involved, as,
for example, the laundry tax statute which taxed the small
laundry and exempted the large steam laundry, the difference
were germane to the object, and sufficiently substantial, to
save the classification in each case from being condemned
as purely arbitrary or capricious.
In Armour & Co. v. Virginia, 246 U.S. 1, the sta-
tute under attack laid a tax on merchants doing business in
the State, based on the amount of their purchases during
the license period, including as purchases all goods and
merchandise manufactured by the licensee, and sold or of-
fered for sale in the State. It excluded from its operation
domestic manufacturers, taxed on capital, who offered for
sale at the place of manufacture, goods and merchandise
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manufactured by them. It applied alike to citizens and
residents of Virginia, and non-citizens and non-residents
who manufactured in Virginia. The state supreme court
held that it applied to Armour and Company who manufactured
part of their products outside of the State and sold them
within it. The Court said:
"In the first place, we are of opinion, that the dis-
tinction upon which the classification in the statute rests
between a manufacturer selling goods by him made at their
place of manufacture
,
and one engaged as a merchant in whole
or in part in selling goods of his manufacture, at a place
of business other than where they were made, is so obvious
as to require nothing but a mere statement of the tv/o classes.
All questions concerning the equal protection clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment may therefore be put out of view."
In Rust V. Van Deman, supra, a statute placing
taxes additional to the usual occupations taxes on persons
who offered, with merchandise bargained or sold in the course
of trade, coupons, profit-sharing certificates, or the like,
was attacked as being arbitrary and unreasonable, in that
the only difference between the other merchants and those
who used trading stamps was a difference in the method of
advertising. The Court said, however: "The difference be-
tween a business where coupons are used, even regarding
Jbfls a£i03 i;tio od“ sillli JballqqB ;tl .laajrf^ Jbft'xx/^OBlyfiB/a
adnablgai-noa ibna eaesi^lo-aon bna ^jalalgTiV lo a^Jneblao*!
ctTii/oo emeiqaa ©iaia ©riT .BlfrlsilV nJt ftaruj^oaluruBra orfw
f)©'iir^oBltrnara ofiv ^naquroO brw luomnA o4 b&t£qqjs cti ctjarict blojl
•tterf? bIo8 bas ©ri^ lo oble;ti/o a:toxfS:>o'tq iledS lo ^laq
:bljsa jf'iJJoO etJT nlricHw
-alb firil ^noinlqo lo ©*ta ©vr ,©0Blq leill eri;t al"
o-
actBon ©d-B^Bcta oil^ ni nol^fBollisaalo edd doMw noqjt/ nol^onlct
cts ©bam mlrf aboog snlllee qeiirctojB'li/nam a neowcfed
©lorfw nl dnario'iORi a ea baafigrr© ©no bna , ©'iJjdoalf.fftJRm lo eoalq
©oalq a da
,
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.
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”.w©-tv lo dwc djLfq ©ri ©‘lola^ierid ^am- dnexrtbaeniA ridnood'iuo'5
gnloalq ©d^dada a ,a'iqi;8 ^nacroCI naV .v deoh nl
anoerioq no aojisd anoldaqnooo lai/ej;/ ©rid od laaoldibb* aexad
ouru/oo ©rid nl bXoa nco bonlaaiad ©slbnarioiani ddlw tbartello oriw
©rid no ^aedaollld-iQO gnlTcaria-dllo'xq ,snoqx/oo ^ebaid lo
darid ni
,
©Irianoaae'nuj bna ’\^'£3*idlri*ia gnlori aa bojiosdda aew
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their use as a means of advertising, and a business where
they are not used, is pronounced. Complainants are at
pains to display it. The legislation which regards the
difference is not arbitrary within the rulings of the cases.
It is established that a distinction in legislation is not
arbitrary, if any state of facts reasonably can be conceived
that would sustain it.’*
In Singer Sewing Machine Co., v. Brickell, 233
U.S. 304, there was drawn in question a statute of Alabama
which provided that every person, firm or corporation, sell-
ing or delivering sewing machines in person or through
agents, should pay a tax of fifty dollars annually for each
county in which they might sell or deliver said articles;
and for each wagon and team used in delivering or display-
ing the same, an additional sum in each county of twenty-
five dollars annually. It exempted merchants selling sew-
ing machines at their regularly established places of busi-
ness. The Singer Company, a foreign corporation, was en-
gaged in many counties in the State in selling and renting
sewing machines, in part from regularly established places
of business, and in part by means of wagons going from ^ace
to place in counties where its stores were located. It
attacked the statute on the ground that it Involved an
arbitrary discrimination between merchants selling at their
e-ie-ivT eseiilaucf s j^xra lo aneaffl jb bb bbu •ilstii
&B erLB B^iaaatsLqaioO ,boonuoao*iq el ,fosew cfon stub
od:t xlolffw drfT .^± '^aXqaif) o;t anlAq
.B03B0 oriu lo 83nlXjj*t eriJt nld^ln ;ton si BonaiellUb
;toii ai nolctBlaigel /li not:to«l^el£) jb starlet Jbeil3 lXd«;t«© al
bovleonoo ecf nao ^IdBrioeflo*! scfoBl 1o «1b;^8 ’^ob 11 ,^'ts'idldiB
”.cfX alBinuB bluow
c-
£5S .V ,.o0 ©islrfsaM griliiraS legnia al
BatB^BlA "io ©ix/ctBjfa b aollasi/p al awhab bbw arrarlcf ,^0S . 2 . IT
-Use tXtctiB^ioqioo rto iircl'i ^noarraq "s:*i«ve fcobi7o*iq dolfivr
li^ondct *to cioa'ieq nl aenLcfoanr gnlwas *10 snl
rfoB© nol ’^IXfli/nns 8*181105 Ito xe^ a blsjcda ^a^ae^a
;osIol;t*xB bias ‘levlleb *io lies riolrfir nl ^ct/moo
-^jBlqalb *10 snlisvlleb nl been ^itsod xjjts xiosbw dOBe nol bna
lo ’\j^nr/oo rfoae nl rina Xanolilbbs na ,dfftsa ecCef gnl
-vrea gnllXec 8Cfn«rfo*iefir be^tqmax® anaXXob evil
-land lo aeoeXq bericlXdalee i^Xnalng©*! 'iterid Sb aenlrfoBen 5/1!
-ne aaw jnoldsnoqnoo nglonol fl ,ifxiBqfrroO *issnl2 erlT .aeon
gnldne*! bnn- gnllXea nl edalS erid nl aeldanoo ^1 begag
aeoaXq borfallcfadae d*iBq nl ,BdnlrtoB« gnlwea
sobXj xnonl gnlog anognw lo anaem ^d d*iaq nl bna ^RB8alend lo
II .bedBooI e*iew aenoda edl e*iedw seldni/oo al eoalq od
na bevTovnl dl dsxid bnaong erid no adadada edd bssioadda
aledd da gnlXXes sdnerioneni nee^vded aol&Balml’ioelb
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stores and merchants selling by means of wagons. It was
shown that the merchants who sold at their stores, usually
delivered the articles sold by wagon. The court sustained
the tax, saying with respect to the two kinds of business;
"But there is an evident difference, in the mode of doing
business, between the local tradesman and the itinerant
dealer, and we are unable to say that the distinction made
between them for purposes of taxation is arbitrarily made.
In such matters the States necessarily enjoy a wide range
of discretion, and it would require a clear case to justify
the courts in striking down a law that is uniformly appli-
cable to all persons pursuing a given occupation, on the
grotmd that persons engaged in other occupations more or
less like it ought to be similarly taxed."
In Armour Packing Company v. Lacy, 200 U.S. 226,
a North Carolina statute imposed an occupation tax upon
every meat packing house doing business in that State. The
Armour Company, which was taxed under this statute, had its
packing house at Kansas City, and shipped its packed pro-
ducts to various depots in the state, where they were sold
and delivered in competition with wholesalers and commission
merchants who were not required to pay the tax. The statute
was sustained
8£w J.0 anjBaH 8^narfo*x«>«i iwxja e©*io;t8
YXXpi:fex5 ,«6^o^s lieri^ rfa £>Xoe odw a&aBdorresa ed^ ^ad:t awone
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-IXqqs YXttWotXiu; eX ^ail:t waX a nwob yjaXaffi^a nX a^^u/oo arf^
©rl:f no ^fioXc^aqxrooo a©yl3 a gnXx/e^iJ/c aa'^aT:oq XIs o;X aXcTao
*io ©ffo/it affoX^aq:;ooo 'leri^o rrX bogagn© ertoarroq ^far!5 bm/o'ig
”.b©xa;t xX^sXXmia ecf oc^ c^xisno rfX ®i/XI eb©X
,ass .S.U OOS .7 S^XJioal ntsomA al
aoqu xact noX^aqx/ooo na beeoqmi eluts:is artilo'iaO xii'roK a
©ffl .octants >ierlJ /tl ssaalaud gitXob ©atrori gnXTfoaq fseea
ad^X bod , a^yd'a^fB aXri^ i©bnx/ bexacf saw doXrfw rzuomriA
“Oiq bedoaq ad^l baaqlds bna tY^XO aaeaaX aei/od 3xil:i{9aq
bXoe ©'I6W Y®d4 ©*i©ilw ,©^ade ed:t al ectoqeb enoliav aSoirb
aolsslauaoo baa c‘iaXae©Xoriw ridXw noX^Xrfeqinoo al baievlXeb baa
a^i/ia;^8 adT .xa^f ©d^ x^d. ol bealupaa d-on anew odw 8cfnado*xdni
.baaXactsxjB saw
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In Bradley v. Richmond, 227 U.S. 477, an ordinance
imposed a tax on the conduct of various businesses, and gave
a power of classification to a committee of the council*
That committee classified private bankers, placing a tax of
one amount on certain of them and of a different amount on
others. It appeared that the business of those in the one
class was that of lending money at high rates upon salaries
and household furniture, while that done by the other class
was that of lending money upon commercial securities. The
classification was held not to offend the constitutional
provision for equal protection of the laws.
The Indiana tax case is one of the most important
in discussions of chain stores. In 1930, the Federal Dis-
trict Court for the Southern District of Indiana held the
Indiana law invalid, and an appeal from that decision was
taken to the Supreme Court of the United States, The Supreme
Court then reversed the decision and declared the Indiana
tax law to be constitutional.
The question of the advantages of the chain store
is an important point in this case, Mr. Justice Sutherland
says, in regard to this, "Every advantage that I have spoken
of as relating to the chain group is that which Inheres,
primarily, in volume and management without respect to
whether it is involved in a chain group or in a single store.
donx?nib‘io as .8. IT VSS ^bnonirioiS .v
GVflg ba& , Baaadnletrcf swox'xjbv lo cfDJ/bnoo ©rf;t.no li be&oqml
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. anoda ©Xgnla b nl no qx/ong nleno a nl bevXovnl el dl neridadw
Good management makes for volume, and volume makes for the
possibility of making or acquiring more capital, and more
capital makes for the possibility of employing the high-
est grade of experts, so that there is constant intercommuni-
cation or revolving. I would find the same advantage ad-
hering in a large department store over a small one. Every
quality that I have enumerated as going to the manner of
organization relates itself, primarily, to there being a
sufficient capital structure and volume of business to per-
mit it to be carried on and I would add management in that
it is an essential part of it."
V/hile cases of this kind have done much in de-
termining the status of the chain store, the Federal Trade
Commission has also done a great deal. It has made inves-
tigations regularly of the practices of the chain and of
the results of its operations. The latest Federal Trade
investigation was made recently, and, as it has always done
in past years, reported in favor of the chain store.
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CHAPTER X
CONCLUSION
LATEST FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION REPORT
The full release of the Federal Trade Conunlssion
Rgport to the United States Senate on the subject of its
long Inquiry into the chain store, reveals some interest-
ing facts to the advantage of this form of retail distri-
bution. The Investigation was started at the outset of the
Hoover administration and in a most exhaustive manner has
gone into the business. Some of the highlights of the
report are:
In the first instance, the commission ruled that
there is no indication that the acquisitions and consolida-
tions among chain stores come within the prohibition of
Section 7 of the Clayton Act. It is especially true of
grocery groups where competition has been actively main-
tained, and no unlawful monopoly can be said to exist under
the present status of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act.
Secondly, consolidations and combinations of chain
store groups as they have been conducted, appear not to be
susceptible of any great degree of regulation, on the basis
of the present Federal Trade Commission act or the anti-
trust laws, since the courts have not interpreted these acts
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to include the prohibition of the purchase of assets of one
company by another in contradistinction to the purchase of
a stock interest.
Thirdly, the legislation, if any, which should be
enacted for the purpose of regulating and controlling chain
store distribution, will depend largely on the policy which
the federal government considers desirable in view of all
the facts.
The commission further took up phases which demon-
strate certain advantages to the public of the chain store
method of distribution.
The charge that chain operators demand and receive
brokerage payments, which are opposed by manufacturers on
the ground that buyers are trying to obtain compensation for
services not perfoimied, is answered by the statement— ”on
the other hand it might be said that (for the manufacturers)
to Include brokerage in the price where the buyer does his
own brokerage is likewise obtaining remuneration for services
which are not performed.”
In answer to the charge that chain stores obtain
special sized packages from manufacturers which tend to de-
ceive the public, the commission found that in many cases
the difference in sizes of the packages was caused by the
fact, that there is a more rapid turnover in chains, and that
eno lo a^e«a£5 lo aaBrfoujq exl:! lo xiol^lcflflciq oxi^ atirlonl o;^
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o •
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©vleoe'i biiB bnanzeb eiodB^oqo nlario dsrid ©3*iBrio eilT
no e'xenLfdoBlunBiii beaoqqo ©'ib riolriw ^z^taeiTi^Bq ogBiej^oncf
•lol ncldBsaeq.fficD niaddo od 3fllY*J^d ©*i« aneYuri darid brinong ©rid
no”—dnaniedadB ©rid benewanB ei
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benirtolneq don aeoiv^oe
( 8*i©*i:;doj3lijnj8in ©rid 'xol) darid biaa ©ri drislJii dl bnaii *x©rido ©rid
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these stores get and distribute a new sized package much
more quickly than independents.
The commission set forth "that on the average, the
chain stores can and do sell at prices which are somewhat
lower than the prices charged by independent retailers or
even cooperative chains." Figures illustrating this were
presented, showing that prices in chain grocery stores were
discovered to be from four per cent to fourteen per cent
lower than in other grocery stores.
In its final recommendations to the Senate, the
Federal Trade Commission will deal with the matter of legis-
lative regulation of chain stores, but indicates that if
such regulation be along the lines of state activities,
namely, that of taxation control, certain advantages of chain
store operations might be lost. It was set forth that under
this there would be a substantial addition to the cost of
living; that people who wish to save by the cash and carry
method would lose that advantage, and the savings of such
a system would be frustrated.
The marked growth of the chain store system in
the last ten years has brought with it Increasing attention
to trends and to the problem of control. Does the chain
store deal a death blow to small merchants? Does it have
a bad Influence on a community? Does it have bad trade
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practices? Does It dodge a Just share of the taxes? Does
it demoralize manufacturers’ business? Does it have mono-
polistic tendencies? These are some of the questions which
are answered in this thesis.
In the beginning of my thesis, I gave the history
of chain store taxation in the different states in the
country. I showed how there were enemies and defenders of
the chain store, and how the enemies wished to rout it and
the defenders to preserve its life. This was done by bring-
ing forth the various arguments on both sides of the ques-
tion, and was supported by a vast amount of weighty authority.
Following these arguments, I gave a history of
the different tax measures that were proposed and introduced,
some of which were levied in the different states. This
tsLX picture clarifies the arguments preceding it and shows
a good insight to the problem of chain taxation.
Then I proceeded to state a few cases on taxation
which were brought up in the different courts of the United
States, which showed the difficulty of taxing the chain
industry. Finally I brought about the latest Federal Trade
Commission Report which took a stand in favor of the chain
stores, so that for the time being the chain stores in most
sections are free from the worry of being taxed.
Isaovi ?eexerf lo ei^a b B^bob z^Q Tsaolrfoaiq
-onojK avari :fl asoQ Taeanlewd ’ a^ia'iuJoal'jajEun 95iXa*iofl[&i) cM
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.'^dX'tojrfcfjja x^iigXaw lo inssomB izBv b -^cT b«;f*ioqqjja aaw dob ^aoli
lo r^'ioiald £ svag I ,e^0 aau/^'iB aeeri;J ^jnX^oXXc'i
,jbeoitjlboT:inl bna bdsoqortq ©‘law ;tari;^ aaiL'saam xai d^ri9*ielllb ©rf^t
aXriT ,Boi£ia ^a©*iallXb aX belvaX e'xeti dotdw lo ectfoa’
Bworfa baa ^X snXb©o©‘iq sdndiau^aB ©iii^aeXlXaBXo ©*x:/d^olq xsi
.aol:t3X3cf nXaxio lo iffaXcToaq era orf cJrfglsaX boog a
floi^axji:t no eesao wel a orf bebaaooaq I narfT
baiinU oilct lo a.X'xx/oo .'tno'rellxjb adct ni qrr ^rfsx/onof Biev doldw
alsdo edi -^IxBi lo ^^InoXlllb arid’ bowcxia rfoXxlw ,e©d^aqs
obBil' Xs'iebd'^i d^BO^fiX ©xfc? d’noda ^til^uoicf I x-J^XanX'5 ,^^iaifbnl
alBdo arid lo loval nl Jbaada « dooi doldw d*xoqoH noiaaXfanoO
deoot al eanoJa nXario arid gnlacf ©mXd orid nol ds^fd oa ^aenoda
.baxBd 3nXod lo i^tiow ©iid moil ©9*tl bib aaolioee
Shall we tax the chain store, or shall we not
tax it? Your conclusion may be drawn from the study of
the preceding pages.
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